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Commercial HVAC Systems
Day light, roofine, modern city, rooftop view, expansive, chiller,
cooling tower, infrastructure, wide angle. HVAC (heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning; also heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning)

Beautiful and Busy Scenes
To bring to life our agencies new proposition (and as a set up to
our new brand identity) we need striking imagery We are looking
for stunning imagery that shows either CUTTING THROUGH
THE NOISE - imagery that shows in a world of content and
advertising and messages, our stuff stands out - (contrasting very
busy scenes, such as a packed tube station, a busy intersection,
with scenes of beauty and simplicity) (The composition will be a
full bleed image (noise) with a contrasting image in a circle in the
centre (a metaphor for our agency) (where possible should be
London centric) (eg. a mobile phone with a beautifulimage on it is
held centred in the composition, surrounded by a noisy london
thoroughfare) SHOULD BE: Beautiful imagery, but also anything
that has personality to it, could be something quirky FOR
REFERENCE: Agency proposition: Today we’re bombarded with
meaningless content from brands that is mostly ignored and worse
actively avoided. Our real challenge is to create content that
doesn’t add to the noise. Content that makes you pay attention,
makes you feel, makes you think, makes you share, and most
importantly has real meaning. Content that matters. How do we
do it? By seeking out and embracing positive tension – the energy
in ideas that matter. The energy created by the forces pulling
people, society and culture in different directions. Cultural
tensions, human tensions, societal tensions, creative tensions. We
actively seek out, stoke up and resolve these tensions in peoples
lives because they produce the most meaningful ideas. To do this,
we work on the ‘edges' – the spaces where different ideas, people
& cultural trends clash to create something new. We constantly
seek insight and creative inspiration from outsiders; from spheres
of infuence way outside of our clients’ immediate interests.
Because nothing interesting ever comes from the middle. It’s in
our people too – hired from a diverse range of backgrounds, a
variety of different experience, ideas and cultural inspiration to
every brand we work with.

Caretakers in Action
Elderly people or injured people receiving help from professional
carers, preferably in the home (not a studio shot or a cheesy shot)
Examples of care services might include: nursing help shopping or
with groceries domestic help like help cleaning or help with meals
personal care eg: grooming, getting dressed

Hot Air Balloon Stuck
Looking for an image of a hot air balloons stuck - this can be in
trees, telephone wires, etc. Images of crashes or serious wrecks
will not work for this.

Repicturing shopping - Lifestyle & Business
Say the word shopping and you might think of conspicuous
consumption. Our client wants to move away from that as far as is
possible. In the same way we want to move away from the way
shopping is currently visualised. Let’s face it, images of shopping
are stuck in a cliché. Women with girlfriends happily posing with
loads of shopping bags, women choosing between pairs of shoes
while men look on despairingly, women open mouthed staring at
window displays. This is not the reality. We invite you to show us
a fresh interpretation of shopping. We’d like you to capture the
interaction and humanity of the shoppping experience. Show
people enjoying themselves. Having fun and expressing themselves.
Maybe balanced with more abstract images that visually represent
the sense of passion and excitement,or show gift giving and
receiving Shoppers are smart and worldy. They lead busy mobile
and connected lives and are looking to spend their money in ways
that can support, enrich and simplify their lives. A few pointers on
direction. DIVERSITY – Capture authentic real people with a rich
diverse mix of ethnicities, age and gender. Include males, females,
families and friends. SHOPS – all shops can be featured but think
upmarket farmers markets, smart delis, fashionable boutiques,
classy book stores, butchers, bakers, greengrocers. EXPERIENCES
– whilst we encourage capturing images of the everyday, we need
to see something special in the composition. Interesting angles,
slightly quirky framing and immersive techniques all help to
differentiate. The viewer should feel part of the experience.
Fashion is also an important area for our client along with more
bespoke shopping experiences such as personal shopping or
tailoring – or even just getting your coffee the way you like it!
FINALLY – emotion, fun, passion, excitement, social, community,
positivity – these are just some of the words to help inform and
infuence your selection. All recognisable faces and places must be
released.

Young Businessman Writing on Window
A photo that is naturally lit showing a young businessman writing
with dry erase on a window. Would be ideal if we see greenery
outside the window. The interior should still have a relatively
modern/natural wood look. General notes: Enhanced natural light
Rights-managed ***Image must be at least 50 MB*** Model
released

Australian School Kids
• Australian school kids aged 5-18 (please no university students) •
Indoor shots only (please no outdoor shots) • Prefer them in
school uniform • Teachers okay – teaching kids or pointing to
blackboard/whiteboard/computer • Kids from other countries will
be considered if they can pass as Australian

Bl urry Smili ng Pe rson Ag ainst Solid Pa stel
Background
We're looking for a photograph to use as promotional collateral
for a "Love Yourself" sweepstakes--the theme is a play on
Valentine's Day. We have a reference image we love of a blurry,
laughing person against a solid background, and we'd love
something with that look/feel.

Family Lifestyle - Candid Use of Technology
We're looking for a series of images that refect a diverse range of
families using technology. Images should be authentic, candid and
have that caught-in-the-moment feel.

Kid Opening Present in Front of Christmas Tree
Natural setting and natural reaction, landscape, high res for
outdoor use, surprised / excited look on their face, seasonally
ambiguous (not winter), preferably day time.

Local People & Communities in the Pacifc Islands
We are a leading provider of reproductive and sexual health
services in the Pacifc. We provide information and health
promotion activities, as well as education and training for doctors,
nurses, teachers and other health, education and welfare
professionals. We are seeking to develop a suite of photos that
refects our work in the communities and projects we work with
internationally. These images will be used in marketing and
advertising as well as online and in print media. The countries we
work in are Fiji (mainly Suva), Papua New Guinea (mainly Lae),
Timor Leste, Vanuatu (Islands of Efate and Santo) and the Solomon
Islands.

MUSIC FESTIVAL (ISLAND) MOOD SHOT
I'm looking for a mood shot of lovely people in the sun at a festival
by the sea. Croatia would be great, but doesn't have to be - a
generic image will be fne. As long as there's a sea / sun aspect to
it. NOT too rave-y as this will focus more on arts, food and music

Event Planner - Wedding
Example: That moment a bride is walking through a venue prewedding (no dress) when she is anxious and the wedding planner
looks like she has it under control. The focus is on the planner, in
a group watching a meeting/event happening - or in the process of
walking a client through pulling an event together. These could be
in room experiences, ballroom/event space experiences, and
occasionally these might occur around/outside the hotel but
always tethered to the hotel/travel experience. Model release
required for all recognizable faces.

Various Athletes - Please see specifcs
The magazine is going to focus on various athletes and the
evolution of athlete nutrition, training, Gatorade Hydration,
getting proper rest. 1. Cam Newton / Carolina Panthers What
makes Cam Run? Day in the life…24 hours of fueling and training.
A. Cam training, running, leaping, working with weights, doing
pushups, stretching, shots that show physicality. These should be
out of uniform. These can be recent to older shots from few years
ago, as long as he looks the same. These also can be from Rookie
Camp. Shots that show power, muscle, body, force. Shots of him
eating healthy. B. Good action shots of him on the feld in uniform
in a game from THIS SEASON ONLY WITH CAROLINA
PANTHERS. Shots that show power, muscle, body, force. Cam
alone or with other team mates from Houston Texans. Please, no
players from other teams. 2. JJ Watt/ Houston Texans A. JJ
training, running, leaping, working with weights, doing pushups,
stretching, shots that show physicality. These should be out of
uniform. These can be recent to older shots from few years ago,
as long as he looks the same. Shots that show power, muscle,
body, force. Shots of him eating healthy. B. Shots of JJ Sleeping –
Sleep is very important to him and will be mentioned in the story.
C. Good action shots of him on the feld in uniform in a game
from THIS SEASON ONLY WITH HOUSTON TEXANS. Shots
that show power, muscle, body, force. JJ alone or with other team
mates from Houston Texans. Please, no players from other teams.
D. Looking for still shots of this 61” vertical box jump that JJ did
April 13, 2015. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efB1gNszf3U 3.
Bryce Harper/ Washington Nationals of Major League Baseball
When you are on the road for 81 games a year, training and
keeping good nutrition isn’t easy. How Bryce does it… A day in
the life…24 Hours of training and fueling A. Bryce training,
running, leaping, working with weights, doing pushups, stretching,
shots that show physicality. These should be out of uniform. These
can be recent to older shots from few years ago, as long as he
looks the same. Shots that show power, muscle, body, force. Shots
of him eating healthy. B. Good action shots of him on the feld in
uniform in a game from THIS PAST SEASON ONLY WITH

WASHINSGTON NATIONALS. Shots that show power, muscle,
body, force. Bryce alone or with other team mates from
Washington Nationals . Please, no players from other teams. 4.
April Ross/ American professional beach volleyball player Every
day is Sun Day for this professional beach volleyball player. How
April Ross Beats the Heat. A. April training, running, leaping,
working with weights, doing pushups, stretching, shots that show
physicality. These can be in her offcial bikini or other workout
attire. These can be recent to older shots from few years ago, as
long as she looks the same. Shots that show power, muscle, body,
force. Shots of her drinking Gatorade or water, eating healthy. B.
Good action shots of her playing in a pro game from THIS PAST
YEAR ONLY. Shots that show power, muscle, body, force. April
alone or with members of her own team. Please, no players from
other teams. 5. D’Angelo Russell/ Los Angeles Lakes NBA How
Does an NBA rookie adapt to longer, tougher schedule, not to
mention playing against the basketball world’s most elite physical
speciments? … A day in the life…24 Hours of training and fueling.
Will discuss if fatigue is an issue. A. D’Angelo training, running,
leaping, working with weights, doing pushups, stretching, shots
that show physicality. These should be out of uniform. These can
be recent to older shots from few years ago at Ohio State, as long
as he looks the same. Shots that show power, muscle, body, force.
Shots of him eating healthy. B. Good action shots of him on the
feld in uniform in a game from THIS PAST SEASON ONLY WITH
LOS ANGELES LAKERS Shots that show power, muscle, body,
force. Bryce alone or with other team mates from Los Angeles
Lakes . Please, no players from other teams.

Locals in Luang Prabang, Laos
People (or a person) in Luang Prabang, Laos. It needs to be a very
strong and engaging photo for a high-profle cover of a travel
catalog. The feeling should be exciting and exotic, while also being
warm and welcoming. Beautiful light is a bonus. Most importantly,
the imageshould capture a moment and give us a glimpse into the
life of another culture. These should be real people engaged in
everyday activities. Types of people we would want to see are:
-Monks at a temple -Monks receiving alms -Marketplace locals
-People working on the shoreline of the river Dimensions of the
book are about 10.75"x12" printed. Horizontal images will be
considered if they can accommodate this format

Wyoming/Montana w/ Foreground Object
I’m looking for a series of 4 wide & scenic shots, each with a
slightly different setting in Wyoming/Montana region where a big
game (elk, moose, etc) hunter would fnd themselves. Ideally,
scenes across the series would include the following: Mountains,
Forest Edge (or less dense forest), and High Plains. The object in
the foreground needs to be natural to the environment, such as a
rock, log, or fence post and needs to be shot at a low angle so that
we can drop our product (rife ammunition) on it in post. Sunrise
or sunset, and deep focus preferred. No people please.

China Cityscapes
Shanghai, Beijing, Chengdu, Xian or any Generic China Looking for
images shot from the height or perspective that is not completely
overhead. We would like to see a horizon line if possible. Color
images only. Not too smoggy or cloudy. Can be day or night shots.

Children practicing cpr
Looking for photos of children (12 and under) posed as if
practicing the steps of cpr (checking breathing, pretend rescue
breathing, chest compressions) Indoor our outdoor, posed with
one child as rescuer, either adult or child as victim. close up or
wide angle is fne, gender not important. Must be model released

People & Animals Caught Off Guard
Raw, real, looks like it could have been taken on your smartphone,
we are looking for the kind of photos that the person in them
would normally ask you to delete. They could feature all kinds of
people, babies, and animals looking surprised, tired, sad, overly
excited, and disgusted. The kind of photo you laugh at immediately
when you look at it. We are looking to purchase multiple photos
for this project.

Tired person
Early morning, you catch a photo of your friend by surprise. You
capture the exact moment before they can smile and they look
exhausted, their hair is a mess and this photo looks like a mistake.
We are looking to purchase multiple photos for this project.

Japanese Dining in a Japanese Restaurant-Editorial
Style
Example: From sharing a meal to toasting a night out to connecting
with a friend, these are the experiences we deliver as a brand. The
food is important, but it's not necessarily the focus. It's the human
experience and the connections around the table that are most
important. This is for marketing to the Japanese audience (age
demo 30-50) so we would like most people in the shots to be
local to Japan (but a few expats are okay too). One IMPORTANT
requirement is the photos must be captured in OpenTable
restaurants (seeopentable.jp for list of restaurants). Here are the
specifcations: > Personal: Clean, uncluttered compositions with
shallow depth of feld highlight the human element of the dining
experience (i.e. interpersonal connection among diners,
handcrafted specialty of the restaurant) > Selective: Focus on the
subject. Capture a moment in the story we’re telling. Draw the
viewer in and make him or her part of the experience. > Fresh:
Utilize natural lighting and unposed situations. Let the vibrant
colors and candid quality of the photograph come through to
evoke the quality of our brand.

Headless Horseman, Mechanical Bull-See Details
Concept: A guy, dressed up like a headless horseman with a Jacko-Lantern in his hands, is riding a mechanical bull: Need pictures of
the following: -Close up hands holding a Jack-o-Lantern up in the
air -A guy riding a mechanical bull -Someone dressed up like the
headless horseman -Crowd of friends cheering on someone riding
a mechanical bull

Synchronized Male Swimmers- Comical, See Details
Concept: A bunch of dudes are dressed up like synchronized
swimmers (skirted one piece bathing suits, swim caps, goggles,
water wings) and are trying to mimic a routine, in unison, on dry
land. Pictures Needed: -Guys wearing one piece bathing suits,
bonus if they have swim caps and goggles -People turning and
laughing at something (various ages) -Synchronized swimmers, as
far out of the water as possible -A guy with a beard wearing
goggles and a swim cap

Guy Playing Guitar on Subway Train-See Details
Concept: Friends are wearing space helmets, playing guitars on a
subway car Need images of: -People standing and playing guitar on
a subway train -Need more people wearing a space helmet (no
space suit), normal clothes

Tickets, Car Keys on Table
Signs of a middle-aged person/a couple with plans to go out for a
day/eve. Tickets to an event on a table next to car keys or other
symbols of leaving home; the supporting text will depict hesitation
about going out due to a medical condition.

A Person Sitting in a Dark Room, Pensive
One person is a dark room, mood is pensive, comtemplative

Elephant Shaped Hot-Air Balloons
We are looking for an elephant-shaped hot-air balloon in
particular.

Implied Messages of Strength and Connectivity
Implied messages Pictures of people looking strong… perhaps they
are fexing or working out. Pictures relaying connectivity – video
chatting with family, streaming video, etc. Additional Notes On All
above requests: Images within each group should include seasonal
options, Diversity images and options with/without device

Beautiful / Sophisticated & Feminine Woman in the
City
I am looking for a hero image for the main home page banner of
my website. The website is a beautiful and feminine space - think
Marie Claire magazine style - but with a solid and deep topic of
wealth creation for women. We have both content and courses
designed to meet women at whatever stage they are at in their
wealth journey but our website is specifcally designed to bring a
very feminine edge to this topic. We want to combine the deep
topic of money and wealth with a stylish, sophisticated yet very
feminine look. The site will be playing with the strong colours of
white, black, platinum with hints of other colours (mainly in
images) of fuschia pink, baby pinks. The target market is a
corporate or entrepreneurial woman, aged 28-45, in the mid to
upper earnings range who is ambitious but loves being feminine
and a woman. She interested in fashion, wellbeing, travel, yoga,
tennis, skiing and is quite adventurous without being a man of a
woman. She is confdent in her own skin but not brash, egotistical
or gossipy. She loves learning and busys her mind less with idle
gossip and more with moving forward and growing both personally
and professionally. The image we are looking for is of a woman in
the city looking back over her shoulder smiling - we want softness
mixed with confdence - but none egotistical. We would look at
other ideas along these lines of course too .... open to your
creative suggestions. All models must have signed releases.

Speech Therapists Working with Patients
Very specifc photos of speech therapists who specialize in the
evaluation and treatment of communication disorders and
swallowing disorders. Photos in a clinical setting (offce or doctor's
offce) evaluating patients with speech, swallowing, or
communication disorders. Patients can be diverse – from children
to adults.

Women's Faces: Interesting Portraits
We are looking for head and shoulders portrait shots of women
(not famous people though!) Interesting faces to show the
diversity and beauty of women across age, ethnicity, and with
different features such as freckles, wearing glasses, or unusual
hairstyles. We are looking for demographic differences, including,
for example: Aboriginal, Asian, Caucasian backgrounds, as well as
people of different ages, but largely from between 25-65. We want
beautiful arresting shots of characters up close. The audience will
be Australian only. Must be model released images.

Music Industry Show - Damages/Mishaps
Anything in and around a music industry show (CMA's (Country
Music Awards) is our focus) that may be able to marry up with the
idea that breaks, fails, emergency (wardrobe, instruments,
equipment, etc...) happen and Instant Krazy Glue can be the
solution.

Energetic New York Lifestyle + Landscapes
****TO SUBMIT TO THIS BRIEF YOU MUST GUARANTEE US
THAT YOU HAVE A TIFF FILE OF THE IMAGE OF AT LEAST
50MB*** NEW YORK - New Yorkers moving through the city
streets with energy and purpose - hailing taxis, walking quickly
through the streets, riding bikes, etc. Images should feel energetic,
'on the move". Talent should be stylish and put together,
entrepreneurial and business like with a personal fair. Males,
females, all ethnicities. - NYC skyline shot from plane, top of
building or high vantage point. The city should look majestic and
the view should be awe-inspiring. Location releases are not
necessary. (*note: we will want to comp a plane into this shot so
there should be ample air and/or negative space in the image) Aerial images of NYC airport with planes on the tarmac, at the
gate, and en route to take off. Planes should be Delta planes or
indistinguishable as other airline. - Landscape images of upstate
New York - lakes, mountains, trees, great outdoors - Performers
on stage at the Rochester International Jazz Festival in upstate NY
(talent releases not required) ****TO SUBMIT TO THIS BRIEF
YOU MUST GUARANTEE US THAT YOU HAVE A TIFF FILE OF
THE IMAGE OF AT LEAST 50MB***

URGENT ASSIGNMENT: Sony LATAM - THIS
WEEKEND
We traditionally work in the video game and entertainment space
and need someone with with commercial experience and a
cinematic style. This is basically a piggy back shoot on set for a
much larger live action production. It’s a campaign for Sony
LATAM that is shooting this weekend. You’d need to be available
and in San Francisco on Saturday and Sunday. We would need you
to shoot stills on a commercial set to support our company’s
efforts for Sony’s social media, online banners and other digital
needs. Because these will be living online, the usage will be all
media, in perpetuity since there is no way we can control
distribution and exposure. Please ONLY put yourself forward if
you're available this Saturday and Sunday in San Francisco. The
budget is all-inclusive and covers travel, expenses, etc. There will
be no further compensation above the stated budget of this brief.
Thank you!

Girl/Woman, Laughing, Close Up, Crinkled Nose
She could be on a couch. Smiling, laughing. As if enjoying a
beautiful aroma. Crinkled nose. Needs to be an interior shot. This
is for a room freshener. Model release required for all
recognizable faces.

Quirky Couple or Group
A couple or a group sitting or standing outside as if they were at a
food festival. A pack of Orbit gum is prominently displayed on the
table or photoshopped into the hand of one of the people, and
he/she has an Orbit "glint".

Light, Firelight, Light refection, Flame, Beauty
Interesting and beautiful ways that light inhabits our surroundings.
Ideally from a set sun, fame, fre or manmade light source at dusk,
early evening. Colors would be oranges, reds, purples, blues etc.
No people please. Want to concentrate on just the light and
gradients of color that come between the light source and the
areas around it that are void of light.

New York Speed - The New York Minute
I need a fabulous image, all about speed and movement in New
York. Ideal would be something along those lines: a gorgeous /
stylish woman standing in New York, lots of busy traffc / lights /
movement going on around her. The person needs to be in focus,
the traffc / movement around her blurred, so that the concept of
'speed' will come across.

B&W Images As a Metaphor for Energy, Power,
Calmness
I need 4 dazzling, uniquely 'Dipherent' B&W photos to use for my
website. The photos need to be landscape. Through the synergistic
collaboration of value-aligned healthcare and change management
experts, our mission is to drive growth (personal and corporate)
by building: consciousness, wellness and purpose. So while we
have a team of amazing and inspirational scientists, one of our USP
is all our people have done wonderfully interesting and inspiring
things. The images we use need to refect this, they can't be cliche,
typical or in any way main-stream. That said, our target clients are
sophisticated corporates and high net worth individuals. Excited to
get some ideas. Time is of the essence, looking to have website
live by end of Sept.

30-40 Years Old People Texting
Looking for: Women Texting around 30-40 years old. Families
with ipads or lifestyle. Older male adult texting or family lifestyle
55+

Pergola & Garden Scenes-See Specifcs
1. Caught in Pergola - show a pergola attached to a very nice
Hamptons home with people having a outdoor party. I'm thinking
lots of white furniture, outfts, etc. 2. Behind the Hedges - garden
party preferably set along the hedges (so that it looks like just a
green plant wall behind them). Maybe people with fancy looking
drinks and a little bit of furniture People must be model released.

Los Angeles Landscapes + Lifestyle
****TO SUBMIT TO THIS BRIEF YOU MUST GUARANTEE US
THAT YOU HAVE A TIFF FILE OF THE IMAGE OF AT LEAST
50MB*** LOS ANGELES All imagery should have a naturally lit,
warm feel: - Tech like businessmen and businesswomen in a work
space with a start-up, modern vibe - Should be wearing stylish
clothing that entrepreneurs would wear to a modern start up like
offce - Tech like businessmen and businesswomen out in LA
streets - Palm trees against the sky in beautiful light (see attached
'palmtree' image for reference) - Airplane taking off or landing at
LAX at dusk or sunrise - should be Delta plane or unrecognizable
as other airline - Runner or exerciser standing a top canyon
overlooking LA with the glow of the city below (more of a warm
glow than dusk light) - Little girl on swings against blue sky ****TO
SUBMIT TO THIS BRIEF YOU MUST GUARANTEE US THAT
YOU HAVE A TIFF FILE OF THE IMAGE OF AT LEAST 50MB***

Australian: Hills Clothes Lines - Specifc Type
Australian context (e.g. no images that are too Americanised/European) Cover a range of home demographics: apartment
living, detached house, luxury home and mid-level income living.
Slim product images attached.

United States National Parks
Looking for aspirational photos of national parks. Interesting
angles, scenic landscapes, nature, vivid images. No people.

Hipsters Collaborating in Unique Enviorments
People work in lots of places besides an offce or cubicle these
days. Should be shot as if the photographer were on the same
level as the subjects; not from high above or below. Mix of
ethnicities and gender. Ideally like to see some subtle motion like
you see in AirB&B's home page.

World Backgrounds Not Easily Identifable
This is a new campaign based on projections for an investment
company. The frst ads are designed to dramatise their endline
“The Real World Investors” - hence we are looking for a range of
real-world backgrounds to project the slogan on to. (In most
cases, this will be achieved using retouching.) It could be projected
onto a skyscraper in a cityscape or on a cliff in the countryside. Or
maybe onto a more classic building or on the side of a factory.
However, the challenge is to fnd backgrounds with a generic feel,
that cannot be readily identifed as a specifc company or country.
(There are a few examples attached which have been chosen to
show the kind of projections we envisage, rather than fulflling this
brief.)

Public Realm in NSW Australia
Anything that indicates urban transformation, a place maker, a
future builder for a better NSW. If images submitted include
identifable persons, logos and or trademarks or artistic works you
must have a signed model or property release.

B&W Powerful Human Performance Centred Image
I need a really powerful image for the home page of my website.
My business is a human performance centre. Through the
synergistic collaboration of value-aligned healthcare and change
management experts, our mission is to drive growth (personal and
corporate) by building: consciousness, wellness and purpose.

AFRICA - ARCO (dry lake)
I'm looking for images of Arco, a dry lake in the desert,
surrounded by stunning ancient, sand coloured rock formations.
Looks like a lunar landscape.

Female Patient in Doctor Offce
Want to see Dr with female patient. Patient to be mid 30's - BUT
DO NOT WANT PREGNANCY photos or a room that is
obviously at OBGYN. Would like to see ethnic diversity in patient
and or in doctor. MUST BE MODEL RELEASED.

Presidential Candidate at a Podium or at a Rally
I'm looking for any scene that depicts a presidential candidate or
politician at a podium, medium to wide framing. You must not be
able to identify the politician, so any wide shots that allow for
cropping or medium shots that frame the face out of frame would
be nice. Also, no recognizable signage should be visible. Would like
to see some emphasis on the podium or podiums (if it looks like a
debate setting). We intend on putting copy and graphics over
thisimage, so we're looking for something that makes the podium
the subject of the photo versus the candidate. But the photo
needs to have enough environment where it is easily recognized as
a rally, debate or something associated with a politician or
election. Model release required for all recognizable faces.

Old Couple in Different Settings
Settings: a. in front of a house b. with their grandkids or group of
family c. the couple hugging or something loving (We need the
same people in the series of shots so same group of friends over
the years for one and same elder couple in different settings for
the other. Or at least people who can pass as the same) Must be
model released.

Wealth, Enjoying Success, Living a Big Life,
Private banking client based in the UAE. Images can include UAE
locals or expatriates... Looking for interesting, dynamically shot
images that show people living a big life, living on their own terms,
having experiences, possible examples. Trying to move beyond the
cliches with this project (handshake meetings, jets and fashy cars).
Show the result of wealth. The things you'd see, experiences you'd
have, the live you'd live. Examples; -travel, seeing the world
-owning an epic property -doing what you want when you want

The Maldives (Typical but fantastic image)
We are looking for a cover image of the Maldives showing lots of
summerly atmosphere, beach, water, boats or people hanging out.
blue sky. A typical but fantastic image.

Parents "Letting Go"
Scenarios: First image: Child learning to ride a bike (no training
wheels) with a parent letting go of his/her child's bike for the frst
time. It would be ideal if the parent's face is visible and he/she
looks a bit nervous. Second image: Parent handing car keys to
his/her child for the frst time … not because of alcohol or
anything like that. It would be the frst time driving alone after
getting a driver's license.

Guidance and School Counselors
Searching for photos of guidance and school counselors working
with students. Not overly dramatic (no overly
sad/depressed/ecstatic students). Elementary through high school
students – should look like it's in a school setting (library,
counselor's offce, etc.) Shouldn't feel too stocky – models should
look like real counselors and students (not overly made up or
overly posed). Model release required for all recognizable faces.

Group Enjoying Coffee in a Coffee Shop
Group of people in a coffee shop. Cup needs to be prominently
shown in image. Drinking from cups of coffee or chai tea. Also,
someone in image with cup to lips/mouth. Conversing, happy.

Vegetarian Soup
We're looking for soup in an environment, on a table, with a
napkin, silverware, maybe with some bread, garnish or other
ingredients. This is for a Lent campaign so it needs to be
vegetarian or seafood. We want the feeling of being in a restaurant
as opposed to at home. The soup needs to be beautiful, have
appetite appeal, look warm and comforting.

Specifc Scenarios - Please Read For Details
1. Inside of a Mexican jail. We’re looking to comp in the body of
our actor. 2. Guy getting forced into cop car. We’d comp the head
of our actor. He’s a smaller asian male around 19 years old..so the
body type would have to be somewhat close. 3. Inside of a tiger
cage. We’d comp our actor inside.

Eating Mexican Food - Fun Group Shot
Needs to feel fun. We found it hard to fnd shots that were
indoors. We can get crafty about this, our line uses tacos but we
don’t have to specifcally be in the shot, as long as we can hint to
mexican. Could show some fsh (there are fsh tacos!) or another
food, guac, salsa, etc Group can be mixed gender, mixed ethnicity,
plausibly within America, all model released and ages between 18 30 (approx). Hi res required at upload. Model release required for
all recognizable faces. Thanks!

Urgent: Eating hot food in winter - ramen noodles,
soup - steam
Cold evening eating Option 1: eating ramen—our client loves the
idea of ramen/dish with steam coming off of it. Option 2: group
shot enjoying a meal—again, something that suggests winter but
the warmth and moment you get from eating People in shot
should be young, hip (18-30 approx) and be model released. Mixed
gender, multi-ethnicity but plausibly within America. Hi-res
required at upload. Thanks

A Different Shot of the New York Skyline
Looking for a shot that people would rarely get to see - could be
from a rooftop/boat/bridge but needs to feel unique. There needs
to be a person in shot but they should not be the feature so they
can be silhoutted or just the back of their head - the unique view
should be the hero. The shot is needed to large format advertising
so needs to be very hi res.

Epic Theme With Human Element - Various
Locations
We’re after 4 x images, one for each of the below destinations.
(We have included the messaging that will accompany the image as
it may help). We’re after inspirational, epic, shots that sell the
destination. And all should have a human element to them.
Houston Experience Southern hospitality Los Angeles - Bixby
bridge We’ve got California covered Vancouver Canadian
adventures await Buenos Aires Your gateway to South America

Fitness - Gym, classes, weights etc
We’re looking to focus mainly on indoor shots at gyms or in
ftness classes like kickboxing or yoga. A fair mix of men and
women ages 18-40 are all great. This is for a brochure for a
neighborhood in Brooklyn, NY. Shots don't have to be in
Brooklyn, but should look like that area. Model release required
for all recognizable faces.

Group of 3-4 Uni students aged 19-22, mixed
ethnicity
We are looking for shots of a group of happy students to use on
the front cover of an Undergraduate Prospectus. The students
should all be young (between 19 and 22) as if they are just starting
their studies on a degree course. The people should be a mixture
of ethnicities and genders, with one at least being a male asian or
african. The group should be standing quite closely together, as
there is minimal space on the front cover (see example design
uploaded from last year). The group should be; • Happy • Vibrant •
Dynamic * Must be released. ** images have to be cutout or easy
to cut out (simple clear pale studio backgrounds are best)

Luxury Lifestyle of a High Net Worth Client
Images need to refect the lifestyle of a High Net Worth client.
Images also need to have a strong contrast as they will be used in
Black & White

People Enjoying Their Life in These States
Amazing shots of the following places-Greenville SC, Boise ID,
Ithaca NY, Minneapolis MN, and Bainbridge Island WA showing
anything that would make them a "best place to live"- outdoor
activities, food/drink scene, town shots... people enjoying their life.
If there is a specifc industry in the town/city maybe shots of that
too....

Business People Dealing with a Crisis
An emergency meeting. A board meeting. A meeting in the
Control centre of a big company. High executives are grouped
around a table, a screen, a monitor, preferrably a big bank of
screens. They are coping with a crisis. Modern as possible.

Specifc Places in Dallas
I'm looking for photos of these museums, galleries, restaurants,
events and park in Dallas: Dallas Arts Week Dallas Art Fair Dallas
Museum of Art Nasher Sculpture Center Stephan Pyles’ restaurant
Dallas Design District Conduit Gallery Zhulong Gallery Circuit 12
Contemporary + Primer (shop within the gallery) Lab Art gallery
The Goss-Michael Foundation Collection and Other Criteria (their
store) Dallas Contemporary Crow Collection Klyde Warren Park
— croquet, ping pong, golf, yoga, tai chi session, food trucks Savor
gastropub The Power Station And Now Erin Cluley Gallery
Southern Methodist University’s Meadows Museum Uchi Fearing’s
Restaurant Lucia Pecan Lodge

ASSIGNMENT: Truck Driver Portraits and Lifestyle
We are on a search for a photographers/interviewers to do
something similar to Humans of New York, but with truckers. We
would need to shoot mid-January to mid-February, and if it goes
well, possibly schedule more throughout the year. We are open to
any US location. It would be helpful if the photographer is in a
“hub” like Houston, Atlanta, somewhere where several highways
converge. If we could fnd one photographer to get everything,
great, but we’re open to hiring 3-5 photographers in different
locations. We need a minimum of 10 interviews and portraits with
trucker lifestyle photos by February. More details on the
style/look/feel/vibe: Faces: We don’t want glamour shots or Olan
Mills portraits. We want larger than life photos that showcase the
faces of truckers. The roughness, the wrinkles, the good, the bad
and the ugly. Hands – OTRs, Towers and Food Truckers use their
hands all day long and they are a great way to show the hardships
of a trucker. Full portrait– Close ups are not the only way to tell a
story. Pepper in a few full body shots. Trucks – Trucks are nothing
without the trucker. 70% of the time we show a truck, the trucker
should be the main or of equal focus. The rest should be trucks in
action, but not a glamour shot of the truck, we’ll leave those to
the manufacturers. Landscape – The windshield is their offce and
they have a great view. Make beautiful what most take for granted.
The road, the rest stop, the roadside sights and attractions, the
unique and the mundane. Pets – A few photos of truckers and
their road companions help round out our groupings. Action –
Being behind the wheel is not the only part to their job. I will have
more information soon. If you are interested, please put yourself
forward and we will review your portfolio and contact you if we
believe you're a good ft for the project. Thanks so much!

Senior / Mature Adults Learning
We are looking for images of mature adults learning in an adult
education environment. Very natural fy on the wall type imagery
with good lighting. Nothing looking to camera or too staged.

Lifestyle, Candid Imagery
Looking for imagery of young people (18 - 35, multi-ethnic) doing
the following alone or as a group with friends: ○ someone looking
at the night sky through a telescope ○ home cook baking a cake
(maybe taking a photo of it?) ○ meditation group ○ wood carving ○
street photographer Model release required for all recognizable
faces.

Shots That Embody Closeness
Different types of people and dogs should be represented, and
each shot should feel unique and tell an authentic story. Proximity
is very important. This could range from an actual lick on the face,
to just physical closeness between the dog (or dogs) and owner in
the scene. The photography needs to capture authentic, personal
moments, between people and their dogs. They should feel
unposed, unplanned–almost like a treasured one-in-a-million
snapshot – only of a much higher quality.

Man Blowing Glass
We need a photo of a guy that looks as close to this one as
possible, matching his stance, clothing, shoot angle etc. He can be
blowing into a pole or something that looks like a glass blowing
tool, that we can tweak in post. We don't need the background
elements, but we do need to see full body and no cropping of him.
The resolution should be high res, we usually require a fle size
around 24" x 24" @ 400dpi. Any recognizable faces shown in
image need to be released. Budget: $500 is for presentation and
could pay up to $10,000 for a buyout. Thanks!

Studio-Shot Ethnic Males, Aged 19-23
We are looking for images of young MALE students (approx 1922) with ethnic backgrounds (non-caucasian), studio shot with
plain backgrounds for us to use as a cutout. IMPORTANT: We
would like we see 1/2 to 3/4 of the body. We need the people to
be: Engaging Friendly Confdent Please see references attached for
shot style. The background is ideally white or a light colour – we
will be adding a grey vignette and placing the people as cutouts
over the top.

Cocktails in Brooklyn, NY
We’d love to get a mixture of fun, bright cocktails either standing
on their own or with a group of people drinking. We’ll want to
keep these mainly indoors or in bar settings as there’s not a ton of
outdoor places to drink outdoors in the neighborhood we’re
focusing on. This is for a brochure for a neighborhood in
Brooklyn, NY. Model release required for all recognizable faces.

Festive/Cultural Caribbean
I am looking for photographs that were either taken in the
Caribbean, or look like they could have been. Anything from
market and street scenes to festival and masquerade. NO
BEACHES

Millenial Candid Imagery
Exciting, interesting, youthful, aspirational shots of millenial kids –
stuff that is more recent, relevant and relatable. Ultimately these
images have to grab a person’s attention and have them stop
scrolling to engage with. Think: Levi’s Go Forth campaign might be
good reference but with more attitude.

Woman in the Woods
I´m on the hunt for a picture of a young woman in the woods,
getting in touch with the spirit of nature. Not that sporty hiking
style, but more dreamy, esoteric, natural. She could be hugging a
tree or looking up in the sun that shines through the trees … A
beautiful maybe redhaired natural woman would be great. It must
be woods - or at least some blurry green. So no felds with corn
etc.. I need a really good picture that plays with light and maybe
with blur, an exciting composition .... *Model Released shots only
Usage is for an ad banner in bookstores for nature-guide books
and nature coffee table books

People Pursuing Their Dreams
I am looking for life style images of people pursing their dreams. It
could be a little girl playing football, or the classic starving musician
shot. Just raw moments of people pursing their passions.

Offce Environments
We are looking for a range of workplaces to be featured in a
global advertising campaign. Example of offce spaces: cubicle, crazy
offces, outdoor spaces, crowded open spaces, industrial spaces
etc. • Photo Usage: OOH, Digital, Social Media • Clearances: all
locations & talent must be cleared/already approved • Fee per
image: $2,000.00

Netherlands/Holland - People (25-34), Posed Candid
Posed and candid shots of people in Holland. (Can be looking at
camera) Age Range: 25-34 (or to look roughly that age more or
less) Single people / couples / groups. (No family shots or children)
From anywhere in Holland, over the last 20 years or so. *Please
submit if the budget range works for you, for example online only
would be on the lower scale of the budget,,, **Recognizable places
and faces must be released.

Older Person Reviewing Art Work
We are looking for an image of an older man who is looking at
abstract/modern art or sculpture and trying to understand it.
Imagine he would be saying, "I don't get this. This is art?" The
client is very sensitive to stock photos so anything that feels like a
peek into someone's life is best. We've found that if the person
appears unaware to the "camera" often work. We'd need to show
artwork that can be used commercially, or ideally something like
the attached reference that you get the feeling of a museum or
gallery but don't see the art work. Person should be a man 45+,
ideally we'd like the shot to be of one man but we would also
consider it if other people are in the space but they need to be
released and look natural. Must be model released.

Best Breakfast in UK - Specifc Location
I'm after interior / exterior / food (breakfast!!!) and detail images
of the following specifc places from all over the UK: Gidleigh Park
Magdalen Chapter The Providores Caravan Exmouth Market Farm
Cafe near Woodbridge Eriska Hotel Bakers & Co Bristol Pavillion
Cafe, Victoria Park, London Hot Numbers, Cambridge Two
Magpies, Southwold Regency Cafe, Pimlico

Woman Filling Up Petrol At Service Station
Looking for an image of a middle aged woman, flling up petrol at
service (gas) station. She needs to have a shocked or unhappy look
on her face.

Nature Images - Moody Black and White
Natural shapes and forms are needed in a soft and abstract way.
Keeping the textural element present, these images will showcase
scenes of nature in a soft and impressionistic way. This has to be
not only still-life but on location around city or country. Even
though is black and white golden hour light would be good to
capture so images are softer, less contrasty.

Still Life Objects - Black and White
Textural, abstract still life compositions of beautiful objects and
materials. Simple, clean lines, shot in black and white. Beautiful
objects in interesting compositions. Elevated.

Consumer, Shopping images
We are looking for bright consumer related imagery with natural
light. Images should not look stocky. Natural poses are preferred
and stock like images will not be considered at all. Images that only
feature inanimate objects should be avoided. Whether it be
people, animals or fora, images should always have a connection
to life.

Mining, Consumer, Government, Travel/Tourism,
Tech, Fashion, Food
Industries: We need images that include the below list of
industries: Mining - Consumer - Government - Travel/Tourism Tech - Fashion - Food Looking for bright images with natural light.
Images should not look stocky. Natural poses are preferred and
stock like images will not be considered at all. Images that only
feature inanimate objects should be avoided. Whether it be
people, animals or fora, images should always have a connection
to life.

Tech Consumer Industry Imagery
We are looking for bright images with natural light. Images should
not look stocky. Natural poses are preferred and stock like images
will not be considered at all. Tech industry images should feature
everything from gaming, desktop, mobile, electronics, etc Images
that only feature inanimate objects should be avoided. Whether it
be people, animals or fora, images should always have a
connection to life.

Abstract On Model Figures
Redefning how we look at fashion images. Through a new, less
literal lens - the on-model images seen throughout the site will
have a more artistic feel. Movement, and texture will defne these
images as they portray a woman without ever seeing her face. It’s
all in the details. https://www.nowness.com/story/lily-donaldsonsfying-hair and Robert Longo "People in Cities"

Man Working on Laptop in Bed
Needs to look like he has been woken up by his work. Very tired,
has to be at night.

London of iconic buildings / structures
I'm looking for large resolution images from London of iconic
buildings / structures / streets that are synonymous with the city.
It's best to have a wider angle to contain more buildings than to
frame one specifcally so would like to see No release required
images please. Client is a Tobacco brand.

Bali and Hawaii - Authentic Experiences
We are hoping to move away from over saturated cliched travel
imagery and use imagery that captures a moment so they
consumers feels like they are there. This is for a Mastercard
campaign in Australia. We want images to bring the audience
offers/experiences that unlock the real city and brings you away
from the tourist traps so you can have authentic experiences. We
want the consumer to feel like they are there when they look at
the image. * All recognisable faces and places must be released.

Stand Up Paddle Board Yoga in Aruba
Looking for any photos of stand up paddle board yoga, must be
taken in Aruba.

Heartfelt Image of A Dog w/ A Baby
Something VERY heart felt and genuine, NON posed moments
with a baby and dog or younger child and dog in a similar style.

Brooklyn Neighborhoods
We are looking for images shot in every neighborhood of
Brooklyn. Please only submit work which is model/property
released as needed. Feel free to include images from any area of
Brooklyn: Russian (Midwood, Brighton Beach) Caribbean
(Flatbush) Hasidic/Orthodox Jewish (Williamsburg, Borough Park,
Crown Heights) Chinese (Sunset Park) Arab (Bay Ridge) Hipsters
(Williamsburg, Greenpoint) Latin (Williamsburg) Organic,
"artisanal power couples" (Brooklyn Heights) Italian (Carroll
Gardens) LGBT (Park Slope)

Elated People Looking AWAY From Camera
Looking for images of people celebrating in the moment, more of a
moment of elation. Open to seeing a range of ages, genders and
ethnicities.

Car's Rear Window
I am looking for a photo of the back of a car's rear window

Dramatic Flamenco Dancer
We are now specifcally looking for: - dramatic shot of a solo
famenco dancer - against a black background - See attached image
for reference Unfortunately we were not able to obtain a model
release for this shot but would love to get something exactly like
this.

Politician-like Figure Without Recognizable Faces
We're looking for a politician talking in front of a large crowd. We
need the following: - White man with dark hair in blue or black
suit (face not important as we can't show faces) - White man with
graying hair in a blue or black suit (face not important as we can't
show faces) - White woman with short blonde or brown hair
wearing pant suits and/or wearing professional blazer (needs to
look like Hillary Clinton in dress and skin tone, face not important
as we can't show faces) We need these fgures in multiple
scenarios: - Talking in front of a crowd of supporters (without
recognizable signage) - Talking in front of a crowd in close
quarters, like at a diner or on the street - Talking in front of a
large crowd in a stadium, feldhouse or auditorium where the
crowd is not in focus - Talking at a podium in front of a crowd,
where the scene closely resembles an organized debate (strong
polish look with blue, red colors) Also would like to see a crowd
shot with an ambiguous fgure speaking in front of them. Like if
they were out of focus or far enough away in terms of perspective
that you couldn't tell who they were. We are not able to show
faces or likenesses of actual candidates, so we need any kind of
image that can set the scene of politics, political campaigns,
primaries, voting, debates and or democracy in general.

Game of Cricket
This will be used to promote the Cricket World Cup but we don't
have licenses to use any team names, brands, or logos. I need
action shots of either generic adult players, or equipment and also
shots of a cricket stadium packed with people and even players but
not to the point where you can recognize team names or logos.
Think Nike, Adidas, and other extreme sports images. Dirt, big
lights, sweat, action.

Face Close Ups & a Mix of Technology"esque"
Creating a piece that is meant to be inspirational and evoke a
sense of pride in working for a particular software and technology
company undergoing change. The core idea is to take a fresh look
at things with a visionary look towards the future. The blending of
physical and digital worlds and the limitless opportunities for
reinvention. Ideally looking for video footage, but there will be a
blend of stills and video

Argentina Salt Plains
Looking for a landscape shot of a car driving through the Salinas
Grandes Salt Plain, Argentina, Puna region. See attached reference
to beat

Men Feeling Elated - Not Facing Camera
Looking for images that depict an elated moment, but would like
to see more options with men instead of women. No children
alone, clients prefer not to see children for this series, only adults.
Fewer yoga style poses, and fewer arms raised. Clients have a hard
time seeing through the “armpits”.

Boat in a Stormy Body of Water
This is for the cover of a fnancial magazine, We are looking for a
boat in a storm, with crashing waves hopefully, and ideally the
entire boat viewed from another boat I guess but not necessarily.
The idea is navigating stormy seas.

Librarian Doing Research
Working on computer with elementary school students, diverse
ethnicity, women

2 shots:Volunteer & Photographer in remote location
1./ Guy/girl with camera crouching in a rainforest or similar offthe-beaten-track scene. Preferably young-ish (20-30) 2./ Woman
volunteering with kids with a bubble wand or similar. Interested in
seeing these exact scenarios is great but happy to see similar
scenes. All recognizable talent must be released. This is a joint
campaign between a fnancial institute and a media company.

Outdoor Wedding Proposal (Right Aligned)
Hi there, I need a photo of an outdoor marriage proposal (man on
bended knee preferably). Outdoors. The image is for a website so I need it to be right aligned (with plenty of blank space to the
left of the focus). Thanks!

People Hanging Out Indoors In UK
Ideally inside, indoors, still inviting and not dark or dingy. 4 people.
Can be a mixture of males and females. Aged approx. 25. They
must look 25. A get together/wine consumption moment i.e. the
below. The must be laughing/having fun/happy.

iPhone 6
I'm looking for pictures with the iPhone 6 which I'll drop a custom
UI on top of afterwards. Pictures should be a lifestyle shot; either
a laydown (i.e. on coffee table, desk, etc.) or in a persons hand.
Prefer images of iPhone's without a case on.

New Balance. iPhone images. Submit from App.
Hey, we are creating a library of images for athletics brand, New
Balance (www.newbalance.com). Images can be taken on your
iPhone and uploaded directly from there via the App:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/imagebrief/id666907829?mt=8 We
are looking for candid, authentic, real-life moments of the New
Balance brand incorporated into everyday life: kids, women, men
all ethnicities current season - from current range running,
walking, playing, yoga, team sports The New Balance logo can and
should be visible in theimage and does not require a written
release. Any and all images with recognizable talent within the
images must be fully model-released for commercial use. Thanks,
Meg

Composite: jungle, snake, photographer, frog
We are looking to recreate the image here by fnding all the
different elements: - Rainforest shots for a backplate - Coiled
snake on a branch - Brightly Colored Tree Frog - Person taking a
photo - Male, Aged between 18 and 25, same angle as shown here.
Needs to be wearing gear suitable for the jungle/rainforest. Should
be holding a professional camera See reference images. Any
recognisable faces need to be model released.

Pets- Humorous, Quirky, Etc.
I am looking for imagery for social media / web use. Prefer
horizontal format if possible. Be quirky Humorous or poignant
moments Have a clear point of focus Show action and movement
Show people (diversity is great) Look like a everyday user’s real
photo Not too polished, not too rough Not overly fltered
Generally landscape oriented images work better than portrait
Ideas/suggestions: -Owners & pets bonding -Weird pets
(chinchillas anyone?) -Pets dressed up (Halloween, Weddings, etc)
-Pets/animals out of their normal habitat (cats outside, dogs at
weddings) -Unusual animal friends (dog & lizard pals) -Throwbacks
of kids w/ stuffed animals -People w/ animal shirts -People dressed
up as animals (for Halloween)

Perspective Shots Looking Down (No Body Parts)
I'm looking for perspective photos that are looking DOWN to the
ground (but without actually having someone's feet in it). I want a
direct shot down so that people can stand in the imageand feel like
they're in the shot. If this is a unique travel/inspirational photo,
that's even better. Examples: * Looking down at the ground on the
beach * Looking down from a glass ceiling * Looking down to a
waterfall from the side of a cliff (e.g. space to 'stand' on the cliff
face)

A couple in B&W white background. hair throwing in
air
Brief update - Needs to be a couple, ideally in silhouette with the
clothes tight to the peoples bodies. I'm looking for a vertical
poster for a hair dresser studio. Should be in black and white .(lot
of white) If possible with white background. A couple in
movement. She should have long dark hair. Picture should be
dynamic and have a masculine. ( not a sweetly picture) touch.

Artsy Cruise Ship Photo
Looking for an artsy/abstract shot of a detail on a cruise ship-deck chairs, railing, etc. The ship must be unidentifable, please
only submit generic shots. Preferably vertical (or can be cropped
to a full page vertical) with space for text.

A modern day female soldier lovingly holding a baby.
The soldier should be in her uniform lovingly holding a child
(newborn to a toddler) as a mother would do. Not a rescued child
or anything that appears to be from a war zone. Can be on
location or in a studio.

An adult cat making eye contact with the camera
I'm looking for images of an adult cat making eye contact with the
camera. The cat in a natural setting, at home or in the garden. Cat
needs to have a calm face, relaxed body posture and be looking at
the camera. Preferably lying down. Optional: In addition I am
trying to fnd an image of a relaxed looking cat making eye contact
with the camera while doing one of those things cats do, like lying
on your keyboard, sitting in a box, lying on a piece of paper etc.
*Property release is important

Crowd of modern african business people
Preferable shot from back looking towards background

4 Older Guys on a Bench - See reference
We need to fnd a replacement to the attached visual for use in
OOH. With this said, we need the size specs to be super out of
the world large. So anything submitted must be really large! 4 guys
sitting on a bench! Would be great if the guys are released. Oh
and they have to be older! ;)

URG ENT A SSIGN MEN T: Brasi l + Arge nt ina
Photographers
We are looking for a photographer in Brasil or Argentina to shoot
up to 7 branded lifestyle scenarios for a Vodka Brand. We need to
this social media content shot within the week. Please only put
yourself forward if you are available in the next week. ***PLEASE
NOTE: The budget of this project is all-inclusive. It's to cover all
expenses, travel and otherwise. Please do not put yourself forward
unless you are in agreement of doing this job for exactly the rate
briefed. The description of the project: We want to focus on
lifestyle moments that refect our consumers and the
environments they naturally hangout in. The goal is to create
honest, effortless drink moments that are easily relatable. We
want to focus on: -High energy occasions (taking place inside and
outside) -Vary locations to feature both urban and suburban
environments Example Locations: 1. House party/pre-gaming
(living room, kitchen, rooftops or bedroom) 2. EDM Festival
Moments (moments between friends, traveling, coming together
over shared love of music) 3. Outdoor (courtyards, backyards,
BBQs + rooftop parties) 4. Night Out ( night out on the town, at a
bar or a nightclub - should NOT feel overly exclusive/VIP) Once a
photographer is chosen, I will send along the detailed brief to
convey our full creative vision. Thanks so much!

Quirky Cow Photograph
We need a photograph of a Cow, for use on a Irish drinks
manufacturer brand campaign. There is no specifc criteria for the
type of shot but we are looking for a cow that exudes the
following: confdent, quirky, artistic, bold, unusual

Cool Representation of Question(s) Mark
Provocative and not too technical. Audience: Financial
professionals.

Kvass- Russian Drink
I'm looking for images of the Russian drink Kvass. Ideally in a jam
jar type glass and shot in a contemporary, stylish and atmospheric
way.

Guy Working On Something Tech-Related
Guy working on something technology related. Should look like a
startup offce MUST be able to provide fle size of 50mb or higher
if selected.

Energy, Freedom & Exhilaration
We are looking for images that capture a fun and playful spirit.
Need to visualize effortless movement that exudes energy,
freedom and exhilaration. Images should show forward motion
that feels powerful and effortless. The feeling of momentum and
energy is key. There should be a feeling of exhilaration, of
freedom, and a visceral joy or intensity. Diverse demographic –
age, race, sex Talent needs to look put together – not sloppy Look
engaged in a rewarding/exciting moment Mix of business and
leisure Feel genuine and not staged Must offer a suitable width for
cropping and use if fairly extreme panoramic spaces. Allow room
for headlines/copy Please focus on the following regions: Asia
Greater China Middle East and Africa

Bored Couple Watching TV On A Couch
A bored couple watching tv on a couch or just two people sitting
side by side looking relatively bored. Any recognisable faces have
to be model released!

Quirky Imagery Alluding To A Funeral
Anything quirky that could allude to a funeral (this is a strange one
I know). But the idea is that it is a little light hearted and/or
offbeat- not sad or morose. Doesn't need to have people in the
shot

Mosaic Tiles - Greek or Italian, with sense of place
I’m looking for a holding shot for our jewellery page in the June
issue. It’s all about jewellery, inspired by tiles designs (mostly
Greek and Italian antique designs). I’m hoping to fnd something
that is not just a tile pattern, but ideally shows tiles in context to
where they are – with some kind of view of a building / the sea,
etc in the image as well, so that we have a sense of place in some
way.

Child - Emergency room or Ambulance
Image of a child (not teenager or newborn) in or near a hospital
emergency room - possibly on a trolley or coming from an
ambulance. Landscape format if possible This is to illustrate a
situation in Ireland so no obvious signage, vehicle livery etc that
can't be obscured, cropped

Photographer Shooting Property / Real Estate
We're looking for images that show photographers working on
location. We are also looking for photographer downloading and
od uploading images to their computers. Thank you.

Mastermind style chair with dark lighting
I need an image that includes a black leather chair & dark spotlight
lighting that replicate the set of Mastermind, the UK TV show. We
don't need any other elements than this (i.e. other chairs, audience
etc) The image will be used by a UK University and will be used on
vertical & horizontal online banners inititally so this fexibility
would be ideal.

China Economy
I am looking for images to support an editorial document about
Chinese economy. The theme for the images should be Chinese
growth, innovation, education, culture and new direction. I would
like the images to be contemporary, interesting angles, space for
text, not too obvious. Thank you.

Businesses Shipping Out Products + People Receiving
Packages
Looking for images of businesses shipping out products. Could be
for large companies in big warehouses (think Amazon or Ebay) or
small out of home offces, and garages (think homemade granola).
Also looking for images of people (consumers) receiving packages.

Ladies Hand Holding a Tablet (Medicine)
We need a image of a lovely ladies hand holding a tablet, the image
will be used for the creation of a pop up mailer. $500USD paid for
the full res jpg fle if needed.

Specifc Restaurants in Atlanta
I need one great photo from each of these 14 restaurants - ideally
of the specifc dishes listed but could also be an exterior or
interior shot but the story focuses mainly on the food so that's
what I'm hoping for. Photos need to be captioned with the name
of the restaurant + ideally the dish if mentioned specifcally below:
Nox Creek (at the JW Marriott): juices pancakes One Eared Stag:
any dishes - ideally the chef’s breakfast General Muir: reuben
poutine cheesecake Krog Street Market Food Hall: any of the food
shops gourmet sandwiches barbecue Middle Eastern food Miller
Union: any dishes - especially: baked egg in celery cream vegetable
plate Fox Bros. Bar-B-Q: Tater-Tots covered in chili and cheese
short-ribs Frito pie Grain: cocktails oysters charcuterie any snacks
Del Frisco’s Grille: any dishes patio JCT Kitchen & Bar any dishes
upstairs roof bar cocktail F&B Atlanta: steak-frites cocktails
Gunshow: Pork-skin risotto dishes served dim-sum style West
Coast Burger Cooks and Soldiers: any dish The Sound Table:
Rabbit Wings Octopus & Kimchi Octopus Bar: Salt-and-pepper
shrimp lobster rolls daeji bulgogi

Data, Financial, Graphic, Conceptual Images
The images are for a portrait pop-up banner promoting our
internal 'Reporting Team'. They would like the banner to promote
their service by using colourful and eye catching images. Their
main role is to help, identify and analyse their customers data and
come up with solutions on how to best to present the data. Key
words; Data, fnancial, development projects, numbers,
approachable, number, graphs, fat reports, consultation, meeting
face to face, maps, graphical, colourful, contemporary.

Coastal Home Living Room
I need a good interior design shot of a "real home" living room
that is in the coastal design aesthetic. Lots of light and architecture
are the focus of this style. You like feeling like your space is a
getaway. Rattan, wicker, and natural wood bring light to a space
flled with colors of the water and sky. Keywords: Water Sea Lake
Shells Metallics Glass with Wood Monochromatic Rope Luxe
Velvet Soft Blues Creams Silver Polished Nickel White Trim Coral
Motif Small Stripes Tuftings Chandlier Shells Candles Hurricane
Votives Mirrored Mica

A Group of Friends Holding Shopping Bags Walking
Shot during the day, outside in shopping area Aged between 20-35
One/2 people holding a phone Group: 2-4 people walking towards
the camera Mixed male and female group Not cheesy Natural
People looking positive British feel Contains a circular shape or a
horizon Royalty Free To be printed 2656mmX2760mm Must be
model released.

People in Sports-Related Places
MUST BE MODEL AND PROPERTY RELEASED. Requested
Images: Stadiums of people cheering People turning around,
perking up, like when their name is being called People working
out, but also looking at their phones Picking someone out of a line,
like kickball Team work based gestures, handshakes, huddles,
taking a knee, high fves People doing dumb victory dances at
home, football players doing victory dances Somebody swimming
in footballs Crowd of people (pixilated if possible) Coaches yelling
aggressively People lifting weights People happy crying A coach
delivering a pep talk. Could be in a locker room, or on a feld, or
anywhere. Stills or video of a non-branded football feld. Someone
in front of their computer who could believably be doing FF
related research. Someone on their phone who could believably
be doing FF related research. Someone looking dejected. Someone
looking elated. Someone looking really angry. Other really cool
random Fantasy Football images. The Toyota Hall of Fame is
where the greatest fantasy players on the planet go to become
immortalized. If you’re good enough, we’ll make your head into a
bronze bust and put it on our wall. Not your actual head. A
replica. Anyway, we are seriously, seriously serious about fantasy
football. The only thing we take more seriously is smack-talking
people about their teams. If you don’t care about winning, get out.
Unless you brought chips. Then, we guess you can stay. And this
year, there’s more glory on the line than ever. So we’re creating a
series of Pep Talk videos to get people fred up enough to
nominate themselves for the Hall. Picture your favorite coach,
surrounded by your favorite players on the feld or in the locker
room, delivering the most impassioned speech of his career. You
can feel the passion. You can see the commitment. There might be
a goat or golden toilet or something, ok, that was random. But his
words have hit their mark, and now you are inspired to go out and
be the best damn fantasy football player you can be. Because this
year, it’s Hall or Nothing™©®℠ .

Aboriginal Mother and Newborn Breast Feeding
We are looking for images of an aboriginal mother and newborn
breast feeding and/or aboriginal mother interacting with a
newborn. Images will be use for a program that helps mothers
who are having trouble breast feeding. Model release required for
all recognizable faces.

People Planning For and/or Enjoying Retirement
images that capture a “candid moment” emphasize attention to
detail Support a unique perspective and emphasize an emotional
tone contemporary Utilize natural lighting Model release required
for all recognizable faces.

Female Indian Model -Candid and Smiling Pose
We would like photos of Indian models that are shot during the
day. 1. There is natural light 2. The photos must NOT look stocky
3. The model can be in different attire preferably not ethnic 4. Her
skin complexion should be light and natural.

Gordon Beach, Tel Aviv, Israel
Images of the beaches and the towns. We are looking for both
images of people and landscapes. Surfng and active activities are
great, as are local stores and restaurants.

People At Work
We're looking for iconic, beautifully composed imagery in a
documentary style. Images should refect people at work and
should span from white collar jobs, to blue collar. We don't want
anything that feels too posed or 'stock like'. We need natural,
honest people across all ethnicities. African American, and Asian
American is a must. They also must be model released.

Beer - Lifestyle, People, Making of, Bar taps etc
***PLEASE DO NOT SUBMIT TO BRIEF IF THE SUBJECTS IN
THE PHOTOGRAPHS ARE NOT 25 YEARS OF AGE AT THE
TIME FO THE SHOOT. RELEASES WITH AGE VERIFICATION
WILL BE NEEDED PRIOR TO LICENSING.*** Overall, all
imagery needs to meet the following standards: - Lifestyle - Images
must work on both desktop and mobile – mobile images will be
centerpunched and need to have most of the action in the center
of theimage. Seasonally neutral photos – try not to have major
defning features to what season it is. i.e. no snow, no beach, no
colorful trees. Soft features are okay. Image #1 Several General
lifestyle images needed with 3+ people over 25 having a good time.
With or without beer Image #2 -Artistic Image of Hops being
poured in a Vat Image #3 - Image of beer Steines on a table or bar
Image #4 - Image of a late 20's early 30's person handing off car
keys to a designated driver. Image should not have alcohol or beer
in it, should be in a bar or at night outside by a car. No
businessman shots Imagery should look believable, real and
authentic. Not stocky or over Art Directed. We never purchase
images where talent is looking into the camera. All images need to
be spontaneous and slice of life.

Masculine Bathroom
Rooted in the Cambridge aesthetic; full of traditional artwork,
darker hues, some wooden furniture; some plaids; add in
masculine elements like luxe shaving accessories.

Black & White Portrait Expressions
We are looking for black and white portraits of facial expressions any gender race or age - but expressions must not be too OTT
We will see who contributes what and may shoot this as
assignment. They need to be heads shot of people (or shots we
can crop) of people looking engrossed / reacting to great T.V, a
sense of inner happiness, a expression of life in an interesting way.
Just to clarify they are not watching TV in shot, it’s all about the
expresions on their faces.

Jack Daniel's Sign On Side of A Building
Preferably an international/foreign (non-American) looking
building.

Exteriors of Bars/Restaurants
Preferably ones that look like they're in Asia or Europe. Some that
look like they're in the "middle of nowhere." Should have some
coolness, character, a little bit of grit would be an added bonus.
Focus on bars.

Financial Lifestyle & Making Payments w/ Cash
I am trying to put together a library of images for branding and
marketing materials. The service is like PayPal but for people who
prefer paying in cash. The idea is to simplify the lives of people
who pay their bills in cash by using a phone app to make payments.
I would like to try and have photography that speaks of
convenience, time saving, trust, and payments with the use of
money instead of debit/credit cards.

Hospital Imagery - See Specifcs
We are looking for these types of imagery: Male or Female- sick at
home. Any ethnicity, age range 20-45. Shot of a person injured.looking fro a sprain, broken arm. Nothing to graphic. Any
ethnicity, age range 20-45. New Mom with Baby or pregnant
women. Any ethnicity is fne. Kid at Dr’s offce or sick kid at
home. Can be any ethnicity Dr interacting with patient. Patient can
be any age.

Emotional Lifestyle Moments
We also need photos that refect people's home lives. Emotional
moments amongst family. Baby's frst words, grandmas crying at
graduation ceremonies. We don't want anything that feels too
posed or 'stock like'. We need natural, honest people across all
ethnicities. African American, and Asian American is a must. They
also must be model released.

Hospital Imagery
Need imagery that shows people going through hospitalization. A
spouse sitting next to a sick husband in a hospital. A nurse caring
for a child. A person having a cast removed. Anything image that
evokes emotion. We don't want anything that feels too posed or
'stock like'. We need natural, honest people across all ethnicities.
African American, and Asian American is a must.

Lifestyle Shots of People in Their Workplace
Looking for (10 - 15 images) lifestyle, in-situation, candid images of
people in the work place. Images shouldn't be overly complex and
must portray a natural feeling of optimism and happiness. Focus on
the worker bees as well as those that hire (Human resources, or
small business owners) Locations: - retail environment - coffee
shop - small business / welcoming "main street" storefront factory - offce worker Casting: - All ethnicities, both genders,
millennials / early 20's - 40. Composition: - Horizontal * Must have
talent releases * Must be able to own image exclusively and use in
other promotional materials

Crowded Rail or Tube Carriage
Image of jam packed rail carriage. Can be tube as well but not
London centric ideally. Could be a bus too. Just hot and sweaty,
crowed and squashed. Recognizable faces must be released. Ideally
motion blurred or obscured.

Offcer Workers On a Bench Having Lunch
Obvious offce workers squeezed on a crowded bench having
lunch. Some may be on laptops.

Large defated beach ball on beach
Boy is waiting by the beach ball for adult to infate it. We don't see
the boy - just his legs maybe. Alternative is adult blowing up a
beach ball for child.

Mid-Thirties Female Using a Mobile Device
All ethnicities – early to mid 30’s of someone handling a mobile
device, taking action/engaged . Needs to be horizontal and needs
to have room for typography The frst reference image is a bit
dark, photo #2 and photo #3 show expression of the woman,
"reward feeling” and natural reaction but I personally think the
images look too stocky. Avoid darkness and person looking at the
camera.

Specifc Australian Imagery
1. Cycle shop window, shot front on with enough area for a sign
to be placed in. 2. Tradies van- Typical smaller white van as used
by Aussie tradies. Shot in profle. Static or moving. 3. Background
for above image that is in city or residential area. Sunny, warm
optimistic tones, not too busy. We will blur the image if necessary.
Needs to look local to Australia.

Dine. Shop. Play. Outdoor Shopping Mall
We are looking for vibrant energy and edgy images of people
enjoying dining, shopping, night life, weekends and celebration
shots. People enjoying a moment. A true break from the everyday
or the structure routine of their day-to-day life. It can be as simple
as enjoying a glass of wine with girlfriends laughing or rocking out
to your favorite song in a club. Whether that moment be with
friends, family or a signifcant other. Action or in motion poses are
preferred. Setting - The setting for shopping and dining should be
in a OUTDOOR SHOPPING MALL or open outdoor shopping
space. We want a mixture of daytime and night time shots. When
it’s outdoors, it needs to be in a warm environment. Composition
– Space for copy is a plus. Talent – The region to focus in is the
US, but we want to represent a diverse group of people: diverse
ethnicities, ages and stages of life. We want families with kids
between the ages of 10-14. Business people taking a break or
conventioneers getting lunch or dinner. Young adult friends,
between the ages of 25-35.

VENICE - CANALE GRANDE VIEW - COVER
WORTHY
I’m looking for an amazing, cover-worthy view of Venice’s Canale
Grande Please see the attached reference picture. This is the sort
of view I’m looking for, but I need to fnd something much better
than this…. More editorial in terms of the light, atmosphere etc.

Still Life: Tiki Cocktail / Tiki Glass
I'm looking for a still life shot of a tiki cocktail in a tiki glass. Not
just on white background though - it needs to have some
atmosphere, but stay away from overly being kitsch...

Artsy Caribbean Photo
Looking for a color vertical photo with room for text, taken
(anywhere) in the Caribbean. It should be artsy/graphic and evoke
that "Caribbean-y" feel (but not look cheesy). It should have been
taken within the past few years. See references. Please no HDR,
rainbows, wedding portraiture or cutesy "footprints-in-the-sand"
shots. Photos MUST be labeled with their location or I cannot
consider them. Thank you!

Selling A Boat
I'm looking for a shot of someone selling a boat. Preferably two
people shaking hands with a boat in the shot. They need to look
happy. Landscape format, website use only.

Portraits + Lifestyle Shots of Women 30'-50's
This is for print, ooh, web, etc for a global campaign, so trying to
fnd the right casting is key. We'll need to have all ethnicities
represented. Here's our wish list: -30's - 50s, women - all
ethnicities, mulitcutural, asian, latin, chinese - female portraits,
shoulders up, looking at camera, or not - woman washing her face
- natural looking face, skin shots, stomach, elbows, etc. - lifestyle,
environmental portraits of a woman in an environment - woman
being hugged with the guy - natural moments

NSW Traffc Controller w/ Worksite in Background
I'm looking for an image of a traffc controller in NSW, nice and
bright (e.g. in good sunlight), holding a stop/slow bat and standing
in front of a worksite. A shot that sticks to rule of thirds would be
nice due to the website layout. Bit of background blur would be
lovely. I've attached a reference image which is spot-on PERFECT
but unfortunately the photographer is unwilling to sell as he has no
release for the model. Daytime is preferred however a night site
would also be considered, so if you have something similar but at
night please send it over. MUST HAVE: - Model release for any
recognisable faces - Release from any company with recognisable
logos or you must have comped the logos out before submitting
IDEALLY HAS: - "Authorised Traffc Controller" visible on
clothing MUST NOT HAVE: - Recognisable logos with no release
from that company - Flash-lit hi-vis tape (reference image
attached) - Traffc control devices visible which are not
approved/used in NSW (e.g. hexagonal stop bat) Imagewill be used
as a background on a website initially and possibly on a brochure.
Cheers.

Senior Indigenous/ Ethnic Person Being Silly
This brief is for an image of a senior aboriginal, indigenous/ ethnic
person being youthful and silly. the theme is grow young for
people 60 and above.

Portraits: patients/victims of disasters - natural or
war
4 scenarios required. Style: Powerful editorial feel, portrait shot,
looking straight to camera. Neutral expression, not happy, nor
sad, nor scared. Specs: white/neutral space on sides and top for
copy and logos Background: This person requires medical help
after surviving a disaster but we do not want blood or gore. 1)
PATIENT #1 - SURGICAL PATIENT Gender: Female Age range:
16-20 teenager Nationality: Middle Eastern, Iranian, Turkish,
Lebanese, Syrian, Pakistani, Indian, Sri Lankan, Afghani. Story: Our
patient has trauma and burns from a car accident caused by an IED
explosion. 2) PATIENT #2 - DENTAL PATIENT Gender: Male
Age range: 60+ white hair Nationality: Australian Aboriginal,
Torres Strait Islander. Story: Patient lives in a very remote
community that has never had a dentist. He’s been living with pain
for weeks as his infected tooth gets worse and worse. He requires
a tooth extraction. 3) PATIENT #3 - NURSING PATIENT
Gender: Male Age range: 4-12 child Nationality: Thai, Indonesian,
Balinese, Sri Lankan, Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Burmese,
Vietnamese, Cambodian, Malaysian, Filipino. Story: The patient has
just survived a tsunami. 4) PATIENT #4 - PHARMACEUTICAL
PATIENT Gender: Female Age range: Mid to late 20s, mother
Nationality: East Timorese, Papua New Guinean, Indonesian,
Pacifc islander. Background hints: Open air shed, painted wood,
worn stone walls, foliage, village feel. For transparency, this client
is an Australian Government department. This is not a charity or
NFP.

Symmetry and Movement
Most important element is symmetry. Someone riding up an
escalator, while someone else is riding down. Child sitting right
side up and another upside down on a swing. Open to other
analogies.

Swiss Watch Face
We want a high-quality Swiss watch face, ideally stating “Swiss
made.” To differentiate it from previous products and the images
used (see attached) it should be: Clearly different to previous
images Not white The main dial should use Arabic not roman
numerals To be in keeping with client brand guidelines it needs to
be: Shot fat on (no angles) and completely in focus. It needs to be
clean and aspirational. The branding (name) must not be visible
when cropped (see examples for cropping) Image resolution needs
to be 300dpi at A4, to allow for cropping into the image and
maintaining quality.

Australian Football League
Think dynamic images (Nike, Adidas, etc) specifcally of AFL (not
NFL or Rugby) as well as more generic shots like the ball, pitch,
stadiums, etc. We can't use professional athlete likenesses or logos
so the more generic of athlete the better (feet, hands, close ups).
We will also need some blank space for copy so think 30% focal
point with the rest being sky, background, or feld.

French doors or Paris (Non-Tourist/Landmark)
Photos
Taken by original photographer with depth and character evident.
Soulful and telling a story. This will be for personal home decor
only.

Corporate Health
Looking for 3+ people in a group who are all shapes and sizes,
healthy and unhealthy to show corporate health... - Can be in
business clothing - but should NOT be cheesy... - We would like
to have some smartphone in there (not need to have - nice to
have) as it is an app company - We need pictures involving people
from all age groups (20-60), ft and unft, slim and fat, black, white
and asian skin, happy faces. - We also need photos of happy unft
and overweight people from different age groups. It doesn’t always
have to be people moving or working out. It could also be an
overweight person sitting in a park smiling. We need a healthy mix
of everything.

Point of View: Business Traveler
The photo direction is frst person POV (see attached for
reference) but we need more non-leisure options to balance out
what we have already found. Think of mundane, everyday actions
that a business traveler would identify with: breakfast, coffee,
looking at paper/tablet/phone, checking watch, business meeting,
conference call/video, walking/commute, general city, general
airport. Images should be in the POV style in the attached
references. Age and demographic aren't as important since we
aren't actually seeing the person. Timing: Need by NOON
tomorrow.

Places to Visit in Sarajevo, Bosnia
We are doing a feature of places to visit while in Sarajevo. Ideally
the photos are no older than a year old. Please add caption
information. We are including the following locations: The
National Museum (AKA the 'British Museum of the Balkans)- We
are looking for photos of the interior and exterior. Botanical
Garden Klopa Cafe- Photos of interior and signature dishes Caffe
"Kamarija-Point of view"- Interiors/exteriors/views from cafe Franz
& Sophie World of Tea- Interior and exterior of cafe Bascarsija
bazaar

Cocoa Plantation Indonesia, Areal Photo
I’m looking for a great aerial shot of a cocoa plantation in
Indonesia. Something graphic and visually striking would be ideal!

Jobs in NSW Australia
We are a relatively new organisation with a mandate to deliver a
portfolio of large and complex urban transformation projects to
drive housing supply and economic development for NSW. Our
projects also ensure Sydney evolves into a more connected,
liveable, globally competitive city. If images submitted include
identifable persons, logos and or trademarks or artistic works you
must have a signed model or property release.

Cambridge Game Room
Traditional furnishings meet exotic hints (hide rug/animal mounted
heads) room features chess or ping pong table; warm leather and
tartan/plaid elements (Ralph Lauren vibe)

ASSIGNMENT: Reebok ZPrint Lifestyle for Social
ZPrint communication will need to focus on form over function
and should be seen through a ftness lifestyle lens rather than true
performance. Positioning: Back to basics. The reason this shoe
exists is to deliver a simple running shoe that can be worn by
everyone for multiple activities. It is an easy addition to your outft
that can be worn with ftness or casual attire and doesn’t require
much time to think about. Imagery needs to refect this positioning
and stress form over function, so images should be shot through a
ftness lifestyle lens leaning on style over performance. Content
should be emotive and shareable. These images will live on social
channels. (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, Pinterest, etc.)
We'll need to select 10-20 images from this shoot. The assignment
needs to take place by Monday, February 8th. ***PLEASE NOTE:
The budget of this project is all-inclusive. It's to cover all expenses,
travel and otherwise. Please do not put yourself forward unless
you are in agreement of doing this job for exactly the rate briefed.
Thank you!

Hectic/Complicated Health Care
Hectic/complicated health care (the business of providing care and
the act of making choices is super complicated) Stressed out
patient at pharmacy? Super complicated looking medical buildings?
Signs within the hospital pointing to billing, labs, waiting? The
personal, complicated home life of the average patient Ideally, a 45
year old woman would be on the phone while feeding dinner to
family and being asked a question by husband or child while the
house behind them is a mess (you know, my house every night)
Making the complicated simple/order from chaos/a new direction

Luxury Caribbean Beach and Water
An image of the caribbean that is NOT site specifc. Must be
generic location. Should tell story: I want to be there on that
beautiful beach, in that wonderful water. With or without people.
People should be a rich or stylish woman or couple enjoying the
beach/waters of the caribbean.

Michael Jordan and Air Jordan - 1990-2014
Looking for images of Michael Jordan with fans and the Air Jordan
brand in global settings. 1) Images of Michael Jordan with Fans recent and archival images. Can be selfes, press shots, paparazzi
images. Especially interested in archival shots of him walking in
crowds in Europe, South America and Asia. 2) Air Jordan Brand
being worn in international settings such as: Asia, Africa, Europe,
South America 1990's through 2014. Looking for fashion images,
street fashion, studio images, etc featuring the brand through the
years for example, 1990s 'Do The Right Thing'-style and kids
simulating Michael Jordan. Releases are not required. This is for
Editorial purposes. The client will take responsibility for any
release requirements.

Global: Basketball and Nike - 1990-2014
In addition to the previous Michael Jordan brief, we are looking for
images to show the culture of basketball and Nike through the 90s
to now globally. We are looking for images of: - kids/teens/adults
mimicking basketball players - kids/teens/adults playing basketball
in local courts - kids/teens/adults wearing Nike clothing/shoes,
specifcally basketball-wear - people in the Air Jordan Brand groups/people wearing fashions infuenced by the basketball trends
- Do the Right Thing and similar infuences - Nike sponsored
players with Fans Images can be studio or street. We're open to
seeing anything related. - Releases are not required. This is for
Editorial use. The client will take responsibility for any release
requirements.

Musicians and Learning Music
We're looking for great images of people playing music/portraits of
musicians. Needs to be mainly classical music instruments. We
particularly need children/teens with teachers but also people
playing and enjoying music. They should look like they're enjoying
themselves, be natural but also playing correctly. All recognisable
faces and places must be released. Thanks!

Fighter Pilots (Female and/or African American)
I am looking for images of either female or African American
pilots. Needs to look like military/air force/fghter pilot. Must have
(or be able to obtain) talent release.

Event Planner - Family Reunion
Example: Everyone is in the ballroom dancing, adults and kids are
having fun while the focus is on the smile on the face of the man
who planned the event. The focus is on the planner, in a group
watching a meeting/event happening - or in the process of walking
a client through pulling an event together. These could be in room
experiences, ballroom/event space experiences, and occasionally
these might occur around/outside the hotel but always tethered to
the hotel/travel experience. Model release required for all
recognizable faces.

People Drinking Wine Outside in the Evening
Setting: Outdoor evening environment. Possibly a willow tree or
front porch or country scene Talent: 4 to 6 male and female approx 25-35 Objective: To promote our brand. The meaning of
the name is “Love of the South”. Use the headline “Love of the
South” and tie it into the American South with the purpose of
appealing to customers in the Southern United States. Visual: The
ideal image would include male and female friends approx 25-35
gathered in an outdoor natural evening setting drinking wine. A
willow tree and possibly a lake in the distance. A wine bottle will
be added to the layout. Addition of frefies to be added, which
may lead to the bottle wine in the lower right corner of the layout
Tone: Fun, playful, inviting, enjoyable, passionate

Lionel Messi
Images: 1. Lionel training, running, leaping, working with weights,
doing pushups, stretching, shots that show physicality. Ideally these
are of him not in uniform, but will look at images in uniform too.
These can be recent to older shots from few years ago, as long as
he looks the same. Shots that show power, muscle, body, force.
Shots of him at Gatorade event or testing,drinking Gatorade, or
water, eating healthy. 2. Good action shots of him playing soccer
THIS PAST YEAR ONLY. Shots that show power, muscle, body,
force.

Hempcon Marijuana Convention in CA
Photos from any of the Hempcon conventions in CA from the last
several years

Crowd of People, Mixed Ethnic, Gender & Age
We are looking for a crowd of people in the real world. Must be
close up enough to see individual faces in sharp focus (if there are
50 people in view it counts as a crowd, does not need to be a long
shot of a stadium). Cannot be a homogenous audience -- not all
business people in suits, or students. Cannot be clearly fans at a
game or concert acting like fans. Fine if a few hands are raised, but
otherwise there should be no common action. Must contain at
least a handful of African Americans, Hispanic, Asian and a spread
of age and gender (sweet spot 18-50).

Aspirational Images of Confdent Women
Looking for images for women's day. It's bit open right now,
metaphoric and generic. We're thinking image of women display
the following: -confdence -aspiration -should appear business
casual metaphors such as -woman looking over the city from a
terrace/rooftop -woman rising on an escalator / stair -woman at a
beautiful desk with a view -any metaphor that could show one
being "on top of the world" Please AVOID -children -anything
leaning towards motherhood -skirts / sexy attire All images will
need model release.

Glamping - Specifc Places- Generic Mood Pics
I'm looking for images of the specifc glamping sites (see list below)
but I’ll also need really strong, atmospheric holding shots for this
feature. A double page opener and a few singles to hold the
feature together. Ideally one set of images from the same
photographer, but we also might be able to make single images
work. They just need to convey a lovely atmosphere, have
beautiful light and good looking people (young, cool) etc but not
stock shot like and cheesy. GLAMPING 1. FFOREST, CARDIGAN
2. WOWO, EAST SUSSEX 3. FEATHERDOWN FARM
(Dolphinholme, Lancashire 4. BIVOUAC, SWINTON PARK
ESTATE, YORKSHIRE 5. BROWNSCOMBE GLAMPING, DEVON
6. LOCHHOUSES FARM, NR EDINBURGH 7. ELCOMBE COPSE,
WILTSHIRE 8. AMBER’S BELL TENT CAMPING, NORTH
NORFOLK 9. RUSTY THE TIN TENT, CORNWALL

College Mascots, Basketball Players, and Fans
We need several photos of each of the following: College-style
Mascots College-looking basketball players College basketball fans
That we can crop to mix and match. For example one image might
be an elder woman fan, with an athletic basketball players torso,
and the mascots furry feet. In order to do this, the images would
need to be taken from the same, frontal angle. Settings should be
basketball arenas, college campuses, or basic indoor/outdoor
spaces.

Superstitious Game Rituals & Activities
We need a variety of photos of people doing light heartedsuperstitious activities, pre-game rituals. People should be
interacting with the objects/activities. i.e. Kissing a rabbits foot
Wearing their lucky shirt/worn hat Making a tinfoil hat Rubbing a
bald head Rubbing a red-head's head Finding a four leaf clover
Keeping cinnamon sticks in your pocket Keeping a horseshoe on
them ETC. Ideally, composition has some empty space to place
limited copy around the photo

Self-Employed Business Person
Professional-Services / white collar professional - who is selfemployed / freelance / contractor / 1099. --- Looking for a very
specifc type of image. Someone that works in and around offces
and other professional settings. This would be a non-creative
professional (e.g. they work in PowerPoint, Excel, MS Word
versus graphic designer in Adobe) - so we are really seeking those
photos that refect that. Possible professionals portrayed, include
on-demand/freelance: -Consultants -Marketers -Sales -Analysts
-Financial advisor -Lawyer Mandatories: -Professional service
(offce) environment -Interfaces with other teams/clients, but is
contingent Visual Cues that they are self-employed: -Traveller/NoOffce (big bag, jacket over arm, travel mug) -Wif Hotspot -Visitor
Badge / Check-in Desk -Contrasting dress (e.g. suits in conference
room, self-employed in chambray) Image Use: -Will be used as
partial or full-bleed hero-image on a website -Banner ads -Display
ads

Music Festival Imagery
Photography is all about capturing the emotion, passion and
energy and the noise of a live music event with a large ( but not
massive ) festival crowd, it should feel friendly and inclusive vibe a
real sense of community and fun. What it is - fun, passion, energy,
community, friendly, celebrative, regional What it is not aggressive, exclusive, posed, seedy The imagery should make the
audience feel like they where a part of a unique festival experience
. All recognisable faces MUST be model released.

Business Decision Makers - Enterprise Class Business
Authentic and not overly stylized. Capturing people in their work
element. Offces, meetings, conversations in the hall, etc. Natural
lighting. Showing computers or technology isn't the focus but
would be good if it's there in some manner. Technology shouldn't
be overtly seen as Apple product when present. Narrative for
Business Decision Maker: The world of the business decision
make:. Fast paced, rapidly changing, too much to do and nowhere
near enough time, money or resources to do it. People rely on
you to not only do what needs to be done, but to anticipate and
prepare for the things that will come.

Rome - Travel, Beautiful, Destination Imagery
I'm looking for a full page travel photo of/in the city of Rome for
the April issue of our magazine. I need something that gives a good
sense of place and the "I want to go there feeling". It could be an
overview of the city center or something more street level. We
like to see editorial photos with people in them if possible, but not
required.

Fiji, post-cyclone Winston (20 Feb 2016)
I'm looking for images of Fiji post-cyclone Winston that shows Fiji
is operational and a beautiful destination for tourists to visit.
Images must be taken after the cyclone which was on 20 February
this year. We are open to hotel images being used but could only
be for the following hotels: - Outrigger Fiji Beach Resort - Musket
Cove Island Resort and Marina - Raffes Gateway Hotel - Grand
Pacifc Hotel

Parrotfsh on Grill
I´m looking for a Parrotfsh on a grill. Many Thanks

Specifc Adventure Images
1. Modern city environment - Cityscapes, Dubai/ Tokyo/ New
york/ Barcelona, European cities, busy streets etc. 2. Volunteering
- someone taking part in an activity that is doing good for the
world - teaching, building etc. 3. Art and Culture - someone by
sculpture, street art that is clearly a foreign environment, theatre,
performance, museums. - Europe, Cuba, Barcelona, Paris,
anywhere in the world really. 4. Food travel - someone in an
exotic market place etc. Asia, India, Marrakesh, South America,
Bangkok etc. 5. Festivals, NOT music but things like carnivals,
shows, dances etc. again could be anywhere in the world. The
images need to be wide enough to work with our ratio, we can
crop into them to achieve this , or retouch the image to extend
the sides as long as backgrounds are simple enough. Each shot
needs to allow use to retouch a person into shot that feels natural
or already have a person in shot.

Rock Musician / Singer Screaming into Microphone
Looking for a licensable image of a rock band singer screaming into
a microphone on a stage. Needs to be model releases as it will be
for commercial use.

Group of Middle Aged Women
Happy, casually dressed women in a work environment would be
preferable. The women are supposed to be special needs teaching
assistants.

Older Adults (Ages 55-70 Yrs Old) Doing Specifc
Activities
- Older adult (age 55-70 yrs old) jumping into lake/water. - Older
adult (age 55-70 yrs old) playing fetch with a dog. - Older adult
(age 55-70 yrs old) learning an instrument. - Older couple (age 5570 yrs old) on an amusement park ride. - Older adult (age 55-60
yrs old) spinning kid around by hers/his arms. - Older adult (age
55-70 yrs old) working in the garden / trimming hedges. Grandchild pushing an older adult (60-70 yrs old) who’s standing
on a skateboard. - Older adult(s) (age 55-70 yrs old) hiking. Dad/grandfather (age 55-65) doing a pushup with a kid on his back.
- Older adult (age 55-70 yrs old) having fun going down a water
slide. - Older adults (age 55-70 yrs old) hugging after a big race. Older adult (age 55-70 yrs old) playing tag with a child.

Philadelphia
**Skyline & cityscape shots should not be more than 2 years old.
Photos with people need to be model released, if not, the people
should be unrecognizable or in silhouette** **Just need a couple of
cool shots of each for each item listed** Skyline Center City City
Hall Logan Square Rittenhouse Square Washington Square
Fairmount Water Works Delaware and Schuylkill Rivers Industry
& Manufacturing: Philadelphia Stock Exchange, Comcast, Colonial
Penn, CIGNA, Independence Blue Cross, energy company Sunoco,
food services company Aramark, chemical makers Rohm and Haas
and FMC, Pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline, Boeing
Rotorcraft Systems, and automotive parts retailer Pep Boys.
Birthplace of the United States Marine Corps, Urban Farms
Logistics: Railroad, Amtrak, 30th Street Station, NJ Transit,
Philadelphia, Interstate 95 Schuylkill Expressway, Pennsylvania
Turnpike , Pennsylvania Railroad and the Reading Railroad.
International Airport, Port of Philadelphia Tourism:Independence
National Historical Park : Liberty Bell, Independence Hall,
Fairmount Park , Philadelphia Zo, outdoor sculptures and murals,
Elfreth's Alley, "Our nation's oldest residential street" Italian
Market, refecting South Philadelphia's Italian heritage hoagies,
scrapple, soft pretzels, water ice, Irish potato candy,Tastykake, and
is home to the cheesesteak, steps of the Philadelphia Museum of
Art, immortalized by Sylvester Stallone’s triumphant run in the flm
"Rocky. Colleges & & Universiities: University of Pennsylvania,
Temple University, and Villanova University

Expansive Clear Blue Sky
Looking for an image of a clear sky with either mountains, rolling
hills, felds or other interesting natural foreground. This is being
used for a website background and the concept is "ceiling and
visibility unlimited", which is pilot lingo for "clear skies, great
conditions". Sky is the focal point, must be a clear, crisp day shot.

Elections 2016, Body Shots, From Behind, Or
Silhouettes
Promoting debates and conventions. Obviously, we can’t have the
actual candidates show up in pictures! So maybe the use of bodyshots, from behind, or silhouetting at podiums could be great for
the upcoming election points.

Taxes, People Filling Out Documents
We like to feature people in our images, it’d be great to get an
image of someone getting help flling out their taxes, or doing so
on their own (and not looking too concerned).

Legos / Legoland
No people. We need to be able the read the Lego brand on at
least one block. We're thinking a pile of lots of legos, but are open
to ideas. Photos of Legoland are also of interest. Thank you!

Hawaiian Dish "Poke"
I'm looking for a gorgeous food shot of the Hawaiian dish 'Poke', a
fsh salad, ceviche-like...

Travel Adventure + Lifestyle
We are looking for images that capture a fun and playful spirit.
Images should show effortless movement that exudes energy,
freedom and exhilaration. Images should show forward motion
that feels powerful and effortless. should be a feeling of
exhilaration, of freedom, and a visceral joy or intensity. Talent
must be in action and NOT resting or standing still Nothing overly
romantic Family and friends Space within the image for a headline
Ability to extend for extreme panoramic Please focus on the
following regions: EURO AMEA GC

Upside-Down Portrait, Woman
Topic "creativity" I'm looking for a pure and simple portrait of a
woman, head upside down. Working title for the headline is
"fnding new perspectives/ideas". She should look straight into the
camera with a light smile. Age between 28 to 40 years with a
natural look. Lighting should be natural giving the impression it
could be a snapshot.

Motion Blur with Sense of Humanity
Looking for multiple images. they all need to have: -motion blur
-sense of humanity Images will be used for OOH composition so
need to be shot at high enough resolution to reproduce well.

Backyard Summer Parties
We are looking for great images of people having parties. We are
looking for Pig Roasts, People cooking Paella over a fre, Kegs,
Kegged Cocktails, Margaritas, tacos, and Oysters.

South Asian Farm Family
I would like a photo of a family (man, woman, at least one child)
on a farm in south Asia, looking happy. It's for the website of a
charity that prevents pesticide poisoning, so we want a large photo
for the homepage that shows a happy, healthy agricultural family
with a farm in the background. The people can be anywhere from
simply pleasant/mild happy (ie. not too serious) to smiling/very
happy. A photo of farm workers that aren't a family can also be
good, as long as it has both genders. I'd prefer a photo that doesn't
look staged (ie. family portrait), for instance, showing people
working in the felds, but there needs to be clear pictures of the
faces to emotionally engage the website visitor. I prefer it to be
from south asia but will also consider the rest of Asia, or Africa.
No caucasian people, though -- pesticide poisoning is mostly a
problem in Asia and Africa. This photo will help my charity, the
Global Initiative for Pesticide Poisoning Prevention, end the
pesticide poisoning epidemic which has claimed 15 million lives and
currently kills 250,000 people/year.

Man Jumping into Pool on Infatable Pool Toy
Sunny day, blue sky, shot from perspective of pool, man about to
land in pool with infatable toy.

Mixed Gender High School Math Classrooms & Offce
I am looking for two types of images: 1 - mixed gender high school
or middle school math classroom 2 - mixed gender offce
environment in a tech feld Ideal images will look candid, without
people looking directly at the camera, etc. No specifc brand
guidelines but bright, positive feel.

Peru With People
I'm looking for Cover images for a luxury travel/hotel magazine. It
has global coverage. Im looking for images of Peru with people and
personality, the image should make you want to go to Peru. We
cant show poverty as its a luxury magazine. The image should be
inviting/travel/people/colour.

Scenarios With Humor - Please Read
I'm looking for three different images. The images will be used in a
marketing page on April Fools' Day, so it's ok/preferred if the
images have some sort of humor or wackiness to them--without
going too far. 1) Photo of people having fun on a computer.
Presumably working on a funny video, or creating a meme or
something that makes them laugh/smile. 2) Person listening to
music, either with headphones, over speakers. Not in a concert
setting. Theimage should tie into copy which talks about fnding a
music track for a video project. 3)Image that ties into copy that
talks about posting something to social media and having that post
take off and be successful and noticed.

New York Times - People on Devices, at Home/Cafe,
etc.
Two groups- young people - college students-18-22. Plus career
minded 23-30-year-olds. The New York Times - being read- or
being held, or within the frame. Device/computer but ideally the
NYT newspaper. Focus ideally should be on the NYT brand. But
of course, the actual NYT news content cannot show faces (no
model releases) nor a subject that is upsetting. Avoid models,
artists, celebrity and war zone content. Does not need to be
model/ face focussed. Can also just be hands, or over the shoulder
etc, or cropped... In the background of the image- zero
artwork/murals on the walls etc. No Ads or trademarks or real
people that we need to clear for use. Muted color palettes.
Aspirational. No big smiling faces and overly animated people
pointing at the news. No sunsets, sun fares. Ideally people seated,
or leaning/standing- at home or at a location, but not walking and
reading and getting in people's way :-). Needs to be authentic.

How GREAT the OUTDOORS is... (UK feel)
Hero images to be used as a key part of a re-brand for a leading
UK caravan business. We are bringing to life the experiences that
caravanning facilitates. Currently their photography is either too
stocky / too generic travel or too grandiose / too distant. What
we want to capture is more of the caravanner's perspective. How
is the mountain/river/forest/beach different when you go
caravanning, as opposed to staying at a hotel, or airbnb etc. How
do we capture and bring to life the uniqueness of the experience.
It's about getting closer. Getting closer to the action, to nature, to
each other. We want 3 broad styles of photos (but mainly the 2nd
two listed below) [ BROAD ] Vistas that sell the dream (eg. forest
from above) - they should be from across the UK [ MID ] ** - In
amongst it - eg. if it's the forest, we're amongst it, looking up - still
awe inspiring, but from a different perspective - eg. Rather than
just animage of a beach, we want to see more of a sense of the
caravanning experience (eg. we might see the edge of a caravan,
and then foot prints in the sand leading down to the water playing up the closeness/proximity etc) - Something that gives us
more of a 'feel' for the location [ MACRO ] ** - capturing the little
unique moments of caravanning life: eg. -Mud between toes
-Leaves under boots -Marshmellows over fre -Two camping mugs
cheersing -2 campers in camping chairs in front of their caravan or
tent with hot teas whilst its raining (images that capture their
uniqueness - they live for this stuff, that non caravaners wouldn't
'get') - kids running around, swinging off trees etc PRE-REQS: Must feel UK based, not north american etc - capturing the
emotion and romance of the experience without it feeling too
lofty/or too hipster - earthy, warm, friendly, human, evocative,
tactile, visceral - With a mix of age groups, familys, couples etc. some images with tents ok, but predominantly need a mix of
caravan and motorhomes

Turkey (food) and Lifestyle
It’s a combination of great looking turkey recipes with a touch of
humanity. It’s not easy to come by. It’s either to lifestyle and the
food is secondary or the food is too styled, not genuine enough
and no human element. The shots should not feel like gourmet
beauty shots. They should feel like they were made by regular
people. Meaning not too perfect yet still enticing and delicious
looking.

Woman Sitting at Computer Looking Frustrated
Messy desk, genuinely frustrated due to writer's block, dressed
like a small business owner not a corporate type.

Aviation- Plane Detail/Airport Shot
I’m after a really graphic and stunning shot to sum up a piece on
airplanes / airports / aviation in general. Some ideas that might
work: - a very graphic shot or detail of a (passenger) plane - A
view from an airport (needs to be fairly generic, so the airport
can’t be identifed immediately). Could be an aerial or a quirky
detail. But, of course, if you can think of something else that would
be good for this (just needs to be a symbolic image to sum up all
things airline / airport in one striking picture), please include this
too

People in Business Class Seats
I am doing a project of smiling happy people on a business class
fight. It can focus on a single person or multiple people but it
should be the customers and not the fight crew. Authenticity, fun
and not overly staged are the keys to the direction I am looking
for. I would prefer to see the faces of the person/ people if
possible. If they look charming that would be ideal. No gender
preference. No alcohol in the images

Older Adults Doing Fun, Daring, And Adventurous
Things
Older adults doing fun, daring, and adventurous things. It can be
just the adult, a group of adults, or adults with their grandchildren.
We are open to all ethnicities. I’ve attached a few visuals here so
you can see the idea we are going for. Need model releases for
any imagesubmitted

Double Exposure Images
We are getting a lot of requests for double exposure photos, so
we are looking to expand our collection of photos. Any
theme/scene. There is no compensation for this brief but it will be
featured on our 'Editor Picks' section of the website so there will
be good exposure.

Global Holidays — STILL LIFE
Holidays to focus on: Christmas, new years, Chinese new year,
Hanukkah, etc Our brand guidelines are: - contrast, light and
color, black and white images may be included. - shot in studio unique perspective and angles - should portray confdence and
optimism - clean - good composition - should not include human
elements, strictly still life Please see references for guidance.

Scenery from 12 Different U.S. States
We need a few (2-5) images for each of the following 12 states,
representing scenery or landmarks from each: Missouri Wisconsin
Colorado Florida Nevada North Carolina Arizona Nebraska
Minnesota Utah Oregon Washington We're hoping to capture
each in an Instagram-esque style, something that doesn't feel quite
too stocky. Lens fares even.

Holiday Lifestyle Shots
1. Winter sun - family (kids older than 2) / couples (over 45 ideally
but any age) Beach photos with people lightly dressed. Not in
swimwear but long t-shirt etc. 2. City break – family / couples
People strolling in the city centre. No identifable landmark so the
photo can be used across any market. People featured on the
photo needs to be warmly dressed (coat, scarves…) 3. Ski family / couples Snow easily identifable. If people are shot whilst
skiing they should wear the appropriate ski gear (helmet). If they
are wearing just bobble hats or winter wear then they can’t be
shown ski-ing.

San Francisco and Berlin
We want a really lovely, fresh image of either Berlin or San
Francisco that shows the city as being up to date, techy, etc but
with people in it too. Needs to crop to a square format so
anything portrait or landscape format should work. Anything with
lovely buildings, contemporary, glassy, tech cafes with people,
obviously as up to date as possible. We really need to see anything
today please as we’ve already submitted options to our client once
and they want to see more. Initially used on front cover of
magazine. Editorial usage non commecial uses

A line of portaloos
A line of portaloos or similar at a festival (Glastonbury as
example). Grass in foreground. Can include someone coming out
of one, but not a requirement. Must have model release where
recognisable faces are seen. Initially used on web and in club
promo so highest res you have please. We need shots for review
by Thursday 12pm for frst review, there may be more time after
that.

Bridesmaids and attendants jumping up to catch
bouquet
Bridesmaids and attendants jumping up to catch bouquet. Can be
inside or outside. Not too busy. Clearly see the bouquet. Must
have model release where recognisable faces are seen. Initially
used on web and in club promo so highest res you have please.
We need shots for review by Thursday 12pm for frst review,
there may be more time after that.

Park Picnic Scene
Park picnic scene only - Note - We'll overlay a wasp onto it in the
foreground. We'll also comp in someone waving their arms
around as if being chased by wasp. *All recognisable faces should
be model released. Initially used on web and in club promo so
highest res you have please. We need shots for review by
Thursday 12pm for frst review, there may be more time after
that.

Offce photocopier
Photocopier in dull grey offce. Ideally have window in background.
Note: We'll Comp in fan, clock, dying plant. Any brand logos
should be removed. (We can also do that) Initially used on web
and in club promo so highest res you have please. We need shots
for review by Thursday 12pm for frst review, there may be more
time after that.

Garden Party Scene - Gazebo, Bunting, People
I'm looking for a shot as similar to the the attached as possible.
What's important is the mood of the shot: people, garden party
scene, bunting,... It does not have to be a wedding! In fact, if it's
not a wedding, it's better. We were going to take the bride and
groom out of the imageanyway.

Anaglyph / Stereo Photo Of A City (NYC, SF,
Chicago)
Greetings! I am looking for a stereoscopic-affect photo of an
American city. Please caption your photo with the city where it
was taken and please see reference for what I'm looking for.
Thank you!

Man Hanging Off A Roof
Would like to fnd an image of a man hanging off the side of a
house. Preferably, he would holding on to the gutter/side of the
roof. This would be shot from a distance - so you would see the
house and have a sense of the size and distance between this
persona and the ground. Images taken from directly above and
below will not work.

People Having Conversation Over Meal/Drinks
Ideally the shot would be set in a restaurant with high ceilings and
large windows with lots of natural light. It's for a hospitality client
so I'm looking for something that has a hotel restaurant vibe to it.
Nothing too casual. No families. But it should also not be too stiff
or corporate. Think smart people having a comfortable, relaxed,
yet engaged conversation over dinner. The image I'm looking for is
about the people. Not the food and drinks. And the setting is
important to set it in context but it's not about the place either.

CHAINMAIL ARMOUR - graphic studio shot
I’m looking for great images of chain suit armour. Something really
visually strong and graphic. Ideally more than just a detail of the
chain suit structure. I attach a few images for reference. The
problem with these is that the helmet shape is just to terrifying
looking. But otherwise these are on the right track. I’m looking for
something that will work on it’s own for a full page, so it needs to
be lit and shot in a beautiful way.

BOAT SCOTLAND
I'm looking for an image of a boat in Scotland. A bit like the
attached, but it the boat is in a better condition, that would be
good...

Images of beautiful decks that show craftsmanship
We are looking for stained decks that look very premium and
high-end. They should look as if the owner ‘lives’ on their deck.
The focus should be on the wood, but furniture/plants are
important to show that the deck’s owner cares about creating an
outdoor living space. The more wood, the better! We look
looking for really any type of photographic angle/close-up/long
shots. Decks should not appear too tropical or look like a resort.
The photos should be inspirational but attainable for a deck lover.

EARTH FROM SPACE
I'm after a great images of planet earth seen from space

Point of View Photography
Any photography taken from a frst person perspective/point of
view, both indoors and outdoors and location and industry.

Melted or melting butter
This needs to be a close up shot of melted or melting butter that
gives a sense of indulgence and/or richness. It needs to be on
'specialty' or artisanal bread/toast or bagels/crumpets etc.
Something that is considered an everyday luxurious/premium food
experience.

People in Iconic Places
TYPES OF PEOPLE + Smiling local faces + Happy travelers - solo
or small group LOCATIONS + Iconic travel places (e.g. Machu
Pichu, Angkor Wat) + stereotypical of a country (e.g. rice felds in
Asia, Canyons of the USA) also Food and market shots with
people and cycling images. Cycling images must not be racing and
must be relaxed, small groups on non performance bikes. Model
release required for all recognizable faces.

Europe - Jaw-Dropping Images and Locations
Hi, we are looking for images of Europe that will totally inspire
travel to that destination. Vibrant and colorful with a human
element such as a building, bridge, house, castle, museum, pathway,
city, etc. If image includes any recognizable talent, they must be
model-released. MUST have specifc location in caption to be
considered.

Coachella | Music festival
Coachella is coming up! Looking to promote experiences around
the festival with some images of festival-goers. Of course, it's often
known for its hot weather and out-there outfts.

Female Cocoa Pod Farmers
Looking for African female farmers specifcally. The shot we are
looking for is an imagefeaturing colorful cocoa pods, farmer needs
to look engaged, not just posing. Pricing: $2500 - 1 Year, web use
$5500 - 3 months in store use, Worldwide Must be model
released.

Hands
Mid and close up shots showing people’s hands. • Preferably active
• Lifestyle oriented • With a sense of fashion about them (The
catalog is all about accessories, both) • Male & Female • Aged late
20s to early 40s • Urban, cosmopolite style • Preferably caucasian
but open to all

The Caribbean Islands
Instead of getting real specifc like I've done with the past briefs,
I'm starting over-- frst by saying I want you to be a part of our
catalog revolution. I've worked with many of you the past few
years and our catalogs have raised the bar in Vacation Wholesale
due to your wonderful skill set toward imagery. It's about the
message and product we sell, but ALL about the photography that
frst grabs hold of their attention. I am looking for FRESH, NEW,
DYNAMIC, EMOTIONAL imagery that showcases what the
islands of the Caribbean are about and what will get our clients on
the plane immediately. Give me WOW moments. Different
perspectives, off-the-beaten-path paradises, open arms to new
cultures, emotional journeys. I've actually gotten chills from your
photography combined with our copy writing upon opening the
frst few pages of our catalogs. I ask that you help us raise the bar
even more while keeping the price tag down. I'm an artist and
respect the art form, but a budget from Abercrombie and Kent is
what we don't have with our catalogs. Thank you and hope we can
work together.

Geisha-Japan
I'm looking for stunning images of Geisha in Japan. I'm also looking
for great shots of Kimono deatils, fabric texture etc.

Orange County Hiking photos
We are looking for photos of these specifc trails listed below.
Images of the trail and the surroundings in the photos will help our
readers have a sense of place. People in the photos are not
necessary but bonus points if there are and looking groomed.
Preferably we would like photos taken during the early morning,
late afternoon or during golden hour. Please do not submit photos
that are not on these trails. —Seal Beach National Wildlife Refuge
—Bommer Canyon (specifcally a yoga class) —Crystal Cove Full
Moon Hike —Fremont Canyon —Weir Canyon Nature Preserve
—The Sinks —San Joaquin Marsh Reserve —Astronomy Night at
The Reserve at Rancho Mission Viejo —Starr Ranch Sanctuary —
The Hangman’s Tree

CUBA - Cigars
I'm looking for images to do with cigars: 1.) A very strong portrait
of a person – a real character – smoking a cuban cigar 2.) Beautiful
and graphic detail photographs of cigar leaves, boxes, etc –
anything textural and close up shots

Aerial Shot - Place Vendome Paris
I'm after a great aerial shot of Place Vendome in Paris - the
inspiration for the original Chanel No5 bottle. I need the shape of
the place to be clearly visible.

Live Performances
We're looking for black and white images of live performances,
preferably featuring female singers, to be licensed for art prints.
The theme is Jazz, but the images do not necessarily need to show
Jazz performances -- other genres of music are acceptable, too.

Lifestyle People Imagery
• Variety of ethnic backgrounds • Boomers + Millennials • Urban •
Situational • Some photography to be New-York-Specifc

Summer Fun candid lifestyle 25-29 age group
daytime
Summertime cool fun Looking for Fun candid lifestyle 25-29 age
group daytime Please flter with the 25-29 age group category (as
best you can!) and we’ll have to get talent releases if we select
them they must be 25 or over at time of shoot. • Need to be day
time. Can be sunset, but not night shots. • Picnics, roof top
parties, festivals, DJ sets, bbqs, pool parties, “stacks-on”, beach
parties, park parties, bike rides, sand dune sliding etc • Think
activities during the day – lawn bowls, picnic, mini golf, skate,
outdoor cinema in backyard, bbq, acoustic guitar, beach/pool – bit
of cool / hipster ok. • Group of people interacting • Should look
natural and not staged, ideally not looking at the camera. • Can be
women or men, don’t have to be models. Looking for real people
having honest fun. • Ideally open area shots, and not inside clubs.
Can be inside, but should read as daytime.

Feature Story on CUBA - Amazing/Beautiful
Amazing/beautiful shots of the people in Cuba, and these specifc
locations: La Flauta Magica, the 2 Starwood Hotels in Havana,
Cienfuegos, Hotel Nacional de Cuba, Old Havana, Colon
Cemetary, Finca La Vigia, El Floridita, La Zorra Y El Cuervo, and
Remedios. Looking for 5 to 6 amazing shots to compliment a
feature story on CUBA. Not looking for Grit and grime.

Straight Hair Models - Boho Style
We are seeking photos of women with healthy, smooth, frizz-free
straight hair styles. Hair should be down in photos. Bohemian
styles and clothing are preferred. Backgrounds should either be in
nature or with simple, or white backgrounds (nothing too busy in
the background). All ethnicities are encouraged to apply. We a
distributor of organic hair and beauty products and are seeking
new images/faces to represent our brand. Our identity
incorporates natural beauty with minimalist makeup and beautiful
hair! Because these will be the new faces of our brand, we would
like to have the rights to use these images exclusively in various
mediums online and in print.

The beneft of being in your new home or offce
It is about telling stories of the arrival at your new property (home
or offce, inside or outside) on our new homepage. Styling of the
property is naturally composed (clean and tidy, yet real). We want
authentically arranged situations, enriched by real life details.
Framing or unexpected perspectives add the excitement. We
don't want installed or cosmetic situations (hotel room or
furniture shop like). Real situations and the viewer must be able to
identify himself with a situation. Natural mid to slightly darker
tones: picture sharp and clear with a focal area of lightness (not in
the middle! of the picture) Storytelling (the success of having found
a new property). The focus on subjects of the story must engage
with the user. but no detail rich content. Focus on certain objects.
Rather no people or no focus on people. If people best to crop
them or hide behind structures. Activities to be real and authentic.
We never show people from behind. Focal areas have to be to the
left top or right side. Not in the middle. The bottom part of the
picture is calm (not to distract from navigation on the website).
Size of the image: (no smaller than) 1920 x 578px , digital usage
Outstanding, forward thinking, exciting and focus on the
destination (fulflling a dream of a new home / offce) If you have
something that allows motion effects (e.g. water in the swimming
pool) - welcome. THANK YOU :-))

Straight on OR Angled Shot of Clean, Empty
Stairway
See attached sketch. We need straight on OR angled shots of
clean, empty staircases, so that we can add our product (ipad case)
in post.

Guy Wearing Over-Sized (Ill-Fitting) Suit
On a white background. Quizzical expression. Portrait position.
Doesn’t need to be full body– head to below waist will work.
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